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FOREWORD
r i
This Interim Report sun_rizes the work performed by Stanford Re-
search Institute during the period March to November 1966 under Contract
No. 950745 for the Jet Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute
of Technology.
Cognizant Engineers of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory's Materials andg
Methods Group were Mr. E. Cleland, Mr. R. Harrington, and Mr. H. Maxwell.
The technical effort at Stanford Research Institute was m.Jer the
supervision of Dr. R. F. Muraca, Director, Analyses and Instrumentation.
The work was performed largely within the Department of Analyses and
Instrumentation under the leadership of J. S. Whitttck, Chemist-Program
Co-ordinator and A. A. Koch, Chemist, i_.oject Leader for mechanical-
property measurements in sltu was N. Fishman, Manager, Propellants Evalua-
.'_ tion, Division of Industrial Research.
Acknowledgment is made of the work of a number cf chemists, tech-
; nlclans, and machinists who have contributed to this program.
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ABSTRACT
Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park, California
POLYMERS FOR SPACECRAFT HARDWARE(in two parts) _
Interim Report No. 3, March to December 1966
R. F. Muraca, et al., December 9, 1966
(NASA Contract No. NAS7-100; JPL (Contract 950745; SRI Project ASD-5046)
The objectives of this program are to assist JPL in the selection of
polymeric materials to be used in connection with spacecrafts, which In-
cludes the examination of the effects of simulated spacecraft environment
on selected commercial products. The spacecraft environment is considered
to be a protected thermal-vacUum environment of about t25°C and 10 -6 torr.L
Part I describes the technical work and the results thereof; Part II pre-
; sents a atsplay of drawings, photographs, and descriptions of the test
_quipment which has been designed for this program of work.
More tha_ 200 polymeric products nave been screened by a qpecial
micro-method which gives values for total weight-loss and for th_ maximum
amounL of the volatile substances which condense on an adjacent cooler
surface; i.e., volatile condensable materials (VCM). Information on VCM,
that is, t,,e deposition and removal of VUM as a function of time, is
recorded for a number of polymeric products. Identification of the sub-
stances releas,_d by polymers in a thermal-vacuum environment was made
possible by mass spectrometry.
'The results o_ in sttu measurements of selected mechanical proper-
ties o_ elastomers and plastics during 6-week storage periods in the
the_al-vacUum enviro_ent, are discussed aUd cbmpared with the perfor-
mance of selected _atertals stored for as long as 9 months iwthe thermal-
vacuum enviro_ent.
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A comprehensive polymer test program is described which provides for
physical/mechanical property testing of as many as 30 polymeric materials
exposed simultaneously to a decontamination environment, or a thermal-
vacuum environment, or a decontamination environment followed by a thermal-
f
vacuum environment; results for 22 products are reported for properties i
such as hardness, dimensional change, tensile, dielectric constant, etc. , *
j-• r tfIn accordance with the "New Technol_g_ clause, three disclosures
are made of advancement of technology under JPL/NASA s._onsorship.
An Index is provided which lists every polymer examined by brand i
name and refers to the Tables in which tabulated data may be found, i
i
Part II of the report provides deta£1q for the construction of ! _ i
! (1) Micro-VCM Apparatus; (2)Macro-VCM A_paratus; (3)Multiple-Cell Test i
.| Unit; (4) Long-Term Storage Apparatus for Polymers (Under Constant Strain); !
t and (5) Long-Term Storage Apparatus for Polymers (Under constant Load). i
! i
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I. INTRODUCTION
This Interim Report summarizes the work performed for the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory of the California Institute of _echnology under
Contract No. 950745, SRI Project ASD-5046, during the periodMarch
1966 to November 1966. Earlier work under this contract is summarized
in Interim Report No. 1 (August 1965) and Interim Report No. 2
(March 1966). The report is divided into two parts:
Part I: Materials Characterization
Part II: Test Equipment Design
The primary objectives of this program are to assist the Jet
Propulsion Laboratory in the selection of polymeric materials to be
used in the construction of spacecrafts• The program is predicated
on the determination of the effects of simulated spacecraft environ-
i meat on selected commercial products. The materials and products
examined hsve been provided by the JPL Cognizant Engineers,.
For the purpose of this program, a spacecraft environment is
defined as the conditions existing within a scientific satellite or
probe, or the unpressurized portions of a manned spacecraft• Since
electronic assemblies, associated components, and various structures
are protected from as many hazards as possible in space _lights, the
environment under consideration is obviously one shielded from the
extremes of temperature, electronmgnetic and particle radiation, and
meteoroids Therefore, the thermal-vacuum conditions employed during
this program of work were established as consisting of pressures _ess
than lO torr (readily-attainable in batch-testing equipment) and
temperatures less than 125°c (the maximum temperature anticipated in
,, locations where polymeric materials might be used). The selection of
materials _or use in a spacecraft is based cn a study of their
behavior in a thermal-vacu_ environment and a knowledge o_ the nature
of the substances they release. Thus, results of determinations of
1
!
m
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the loss of weight, of the amount of released material which may
"\
condense on cool surfaces adjacent to the warme_ polymer, aod the
" identification of the released substances in the thermal-vacuum
environment conditions of interest must be combined with measurements
of physical and mechanical property changes which may occur over a
period of time in the environment in order to confirm the suitability
of polymers for spacecraft construction.
Part I
The substances released by polymeric materials in a thermal-
vacuum environment are :liscussed in Section If. The section describes
a macro-V(_i procedure and a micro-VCM procedure which are used to
obtain weight-losses and the amount of condensable material released
by a polymex. The micro-VCM procedure is especially useful for
screening polymers because it provides qtmnt_tative values for both
maximum weight-loss and maximum _olatile _ondensable material on 24
samples of about 0.I gram within 48 hours. Micro-VCM information is
given for more than 200 polymeric products; of these, about one-third
_an be recommended for further evaluation.The in±ormation derived from micro-V(M screening is augmented in
Section II by data obtained frommacro-VCM determinations to provide
information on the rate of deposition and removal of condensed
material. Th_ identification by mass spectroscopy o£ released
substances indicates the nature of the substances and provides a
basis for suggestit,g slight changes in the curlng_ processing, or
formulation of the polymeric product.
A discussion is giveo in Section II of the correlation of
results of the three kinds o_ examinations for released substances,
verification of the selection _ one-third of the materials as being
suitable candidates, and evidence_ of corroboration of micro-VCZA
screening by mechanical-property tests.
The work described in Section III has involved the measurement
o_ _elected mechanical property changes in situ during 1OO0-hr
-.#
2
q
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exposures of elastomers and plastics in the thermal-vacuum environment
as well as the examination of elastomers stored under constant-strain -_
for 9 months and a plastic stored under constant load for 7 months, in
similar thermal-vacuum environments. Comparative data are summarized
in terms of polymer famil_.es: suggestiovs for use are made on the
basis of poten:ial applications. #,
In order to provide more data on pertinent physical and mechan-
ical properties, a program was developed to test the effects of _.
decontamination cycles and thermal-vacuum exposure on as many as 30
polymeric materials simultaneously; it is discussed in Section IV.
: The decontamination cycle consists of six 30-hr exposures to
| humidifJ.ed ETO-Freon at 50°C; the the_ma!-vacuum exposure consists of _
500 hours at 135°C. The comprehensive program includes testing after
each exposure and after exposure to both environments. Data are given J
for 22 polymeric products for properties sach as weight loss, dimen-
sional change, hardness, tensile, elongation, dielectric constant,|
' _ and dissipation factor.
Results are reported In Section V for standardized thermal-
vacuum weight-loss determinations on a number of polymeric materials.
This method was established as a simple and inexpensive procedure for
specifications purposes. Since the early months of this contract
period, the equipment has been replaced by the micro-VCM apparatus
which provides not only the same results more rapidly but also
quantitative values for VOW.
A small continuing e_fort on tl_e selection of test procedures for
chemical and physical characterimatioa of polymer base materials is
discussed in Section VI. Chemical and physical data are given for an
epoxy-silver solder and for two representative polyurethanes.
Section VII on "New Technology" provides pertinent information
on techno£ogies which have been advanced or developed under the
JPL/NASA sponsorship of the program.
1967007366-016
!A review is given in Section VIII of the program from its
earliest inception; it outlines the transition from exploratory
research of the behavior of polymeric materials in the thermal--vacuum
_ environment to current recommendations for the most meaningful methods
-- " and procedures to obtain data for the evaluation and selection of
polymeric materials.
The Appendices contain information on typical basic structures
of polymeric materials, a code listing of manufacturers of polymeric
materials which have been examined, detailed instructions for
: performing micro-VCM and macro-VCM determinations, and an alphabet-
ical Index of polymer products with references to tabulated data in
this report.
Part II
Part II of this report contains mechanical descriptions and
design drawings for:
Micro-VC_ Apparatus for Screening Polymers
Macro-V(l_ Apparatus for Polymers
Long-Term Storage Apparatuses for Polymers
i) Under con,'_tant strain
2) Under constant load
Multiple-Cell Test Unit for Polymers.
f
"J 4
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iI I. MATERIALS RELEASED BY POLYMERS
IN A THERMAL-VACUUM ENVIRONMENT
The loss of matter by outgassing and by evaporation or sublimation
is one of the most obvious effects of a thermal-vacuum environment on
polymers. BecaUse gross loss of material generally means that the phy-
sical properties of polymers are altered or that test chambers will be _i
contaminated by the vaporized substances, the polymer_ which are con-
sidered suitable for use in spacecrafts are those which in laboratory
i tests exhibit a minimum loss of weight when exposed to the simulated
conditions of the vacuum and thermal environment of space.
The simplest quantitative value which can be obtained for the beha-
| vior of a polymer in a thermal-vacuum environment is the loss of weight, t
! t
• The value does not reveal the nature of the components released by the
i
polymer but, nevertheless, is useful for selecting polymers suitable for i
spacecrafts since, in the majority of instances, it may be safely assumed
that mechanical or other useful properties of the polymers are degraded
when a substantial amount of loss of weight has been incurred. It is
customary to nssume that polymeric substances which lose less than 1%
of their weight in a thermal-vacuum environment are suitable for space-
craft application.
Matter released by polymeric substances in a thermal-vacuum
environment may be the ordinary gases (e.g., adsorbed air or carbon
' dioxide), ordinary liquids of relatively high vapor pressure (e.g.,
water or solvents), and liquids or solids of relatively high molscular
weight and low vapor pressure (e.g., lubricating oils, plastlclzers,.etc.).
A necessary adjunct to the evaluation of polymeric materials based
on outgasslng characteristics is the identification of the substances
which are released by the materials under identical thermal-vacuum con-
ditions. A schematic diagram of the general approach to acceptance for
candidacy or disqualification of polymeric materials is given on the
following page for "Brand X."
5
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IComplete design drawings for VCM equipment are given in Part II of i_
this report: "Test Equipment, and details of the procedures are given
in Appendix C, Part I. A prior report Includes a discussion of the _
pr£nciples underlying VCM determinations
Part A of this Section describes briefly the procedures used for
screening polymers via the mlcro-VCM determination and the approach for
establishing acceptance limits; screening data for more than 200 poly-
meric products are given and suggestions are made for candidacy of about
one-third of the products. _
In Part B, the general procedure for determining VCM with time is _
described, and data are summarized for 10 polymeric products suggested
for use in several different spacecraft applications :_
The identification of substances released by polymeric materials
, under conditions of 125°C and <10 -6 tort is described in Part C _f this
Section for a number of commercial prodvcts
The correlation of mlcro-VCM screening data macro-VCM data, and
the identification of released materials is discussed in Part D. Based
: on the correlations, suggestions are made for additional work or final
elimination. References to corroborating mechanlcal-property testing
_ are made as appropriate.
7_
_ It has been shown that polymers which suffer sizable welght-losses
usually release substances which condense on cooler surfaces and inter-
fere with spacecraft functions (volatile condensable material). Volatile
condensable material (VCM) may be defined as the weight of condensate
obtainable at _5°C in a given interval of time from a given weight of
material (<1/8 in thickness) maintained at 125°C in a vacuum (at least
5 X 10-6 torr). The "temperature of 125°C was selected in 1962 as th_
upper limit of temperature which might be encountered in spacecraft
operations• Space _robes and satellites are generally designed to
/
_ * Muraca, R. F. et al., Space Environment Effects on Polymeric Materials,
Interim Technical Report No. 2, August 1964 to May 1965, JPL Contract
, , , , ..... , ,950324, May30/965. ....
7
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maintain internal t_mperatures of the order of 25°C, but much higher
" temperatures may occur in the vicinity o£ power-dissipatlng components;
for example, thermal data from SURVEYOR I (Lunar soft-lander) *_ reveal
temperatures c r the order of 60°C in various compartments of the space-
craft while ccmera temperatures were of the order of -80°C; 'thus, the
migration of volatilized substarces between spacecraft components which
are at different temperatures is always possible and it becomes neces-
sary to test _very polymer which is used in a spacecraft to determine i
whether it releases materials which can condense and invalidate the
craft's functions.
The development of the equipment and technique for the determination
of VCM has been evolutionary during the program sponsored by the Jet Pro-
_. pulsion Laboratory: (1) a prototype unit was designed for determination
_. of VCM as released by elastomers; t (2) The v_lue of this determination
as a screening (and quallty-control) procedure for polymeric materials
4_- invoked the design of equipment for making rapid determinations on mul-
tiple samples (micro-VCM).§ (3) The requirements for information on the
_. rate of VCM release by any configuration of polymeric material led to the
design of an improved macro-VCM apparatus and procedure as described in
this Section and Part II of this report.
A. MICRO-VCM DETERMINATIONS
Data for the rapid screenil,3 of candidate polymeric materials for
spacecraft appllcatlons are provided by the results of mlcro-VCM de-
terminations made with an apparatus designed at SRI. Samples of
100-200 milligrams furnish values in duplicate for maximum VCM and total
_ Parks, R, J., Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Surveyor I-Misslon Report,
Part I, T.R. No. 32-1023, August 31, 1966. '
t Muraca, R. F,, et al., Stanford Research Institute, Space Environment
Effects on Pol_r_ Materials, Final Technical Report (Oct. 1962-
Dec. ,1963)_,, J'I_L _dontr'act, _503'24,,, Dec. 8, 1963.
§ Muraca, R. F, et al. Stanford Research Institute, Polymers for/
Spacecraft Hard__re_ ' .Interim .Report No. 2, JPL Contract 950745,
; March 15/1966. _ -(See also Part II, this report) ......
8 _
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b
weight loss. The determinations require a 24-hour exposur_ in the
7
• thermal-vacuum environment. The polymers are maintained at 125°C in a
vacuum of about 10 -6 torr; the condensing surface is at 25°C. ;i
Figure 1 is a _hotograph of the vacuum console and the VCM assembly; 6
visible are the front and back sections o_ two micro-.VCM units, each of
!which accommodates 12 _amples. Detailed drawings and mechanical desc_.p-tions of the micro-VCM assembly are given in Part II (Test Equipment) of
this re.ft. Details of the procedure for making micro-VCM determinations ;_
are given in App nd_ • C (Part I of this report).
The results of the micro-VCM determinations which are reported at
this time are based on a minimum of 2 determinations per sample. Pre-
I liminary work and subsvquent observations have shown the average repro-
ducibility of determinations to be as follows:
Av. wt-loss of VCM Av. reproducibility (abs.)
,_ , , , it
<I_ ±0.05
5-10_ ±0.50
From time to time at random, blank runs are made and the _01 lec to r
i plates are found to be free of condensed material; blanks have not been
run routinely since it was established initially (March 1966) "c_at no
cross-contamination was occurring between sample compartments a_d that
the change in weight of blank VCM collector plates did not vary _ore
than ±i0 micrograms.
More than 200 ploymeric products, representing more than 20 classes
of polymers, have been screened in the micro.-VCM a_paratus. A complete
_ summary of all the results is given in Tables I-XVII at the end _f this
t
Section; the tables are arranged alphabetically, according to potential
spacecraft applications.| -
1 .
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The products were supplied by the JPL Cognizant Engineers and were
prepared and/or cured according to manufacturer's instructions for high-
temperature servlce. Additional runs were made after extended or modified
curing cycles as recommended by the experience of spacecraft designers.
Most weight-loss is known to be due to extraneous solvents, occluded
gases, etc.; however, VCM may arise from inco_pletely-_olymerized sub-
stances, htgh-_olecular-wetght additives, etc. Hence, many of the
polyzers were re-screened after postcures of 24 hours at 150°C; increased
times and temperatures were seiected in consideration of (1) possible
effects ou mechanical properties, (2) end-use of materiaTs, and (3) feasi-
bility of curing polymers in place.
As tPdlcated in Tables I-XVII, a postcure of 24 hours at 150°C may
reduce weigh_-loss and VC_, but it will not often be sufficient to up-
grade the polymer so that it qualifies for spacecraft use. RTV, type
silicones (Table X) are notorious for their VCM r_ntent; no further work
with them should b_ contemplated. On the other hand, silicone elastomers
which have beeh Dostcured for 24 hours at 250°C can qualify as potential
candidates. (It has been found, however, that RTV-type silicones cannot
withstand cure cycles at 250°C.)
Candidate Space-.Grade _Polymers
About one-third of the products screened can be considered as
potential space-grade materials which merit furthe_ evaluation of physical
and mechanical properties, more exacting 7CM determinations, and identi-
2ication of volatile substances. The selection of these materials, sum-
martzed in Table XVIII, is based on a combined VCM uwper limit of 0.1_
and weight-loss upper limit of 1_. It is commonly accepted that weight-
losses of less than I_ do not affect polymer properties. On the other
hand, results of calculations indicate that a pound of polymeric material
which is known to release 0.1_ of VUMat 125°C will deposit on a surface
of one square foot at 2fi°C a film of about 0.00015 inch in thickness i
(0.15 rail); this amount is more than enough to foul lenses or electrical
contact points. Ideally, the VCM content should be zero, or of a kind i
which will subsequently L_ _vaporated from the cooler surface (e,g., see
10
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Teflon FEP). It should be r_cog_!zed that some condensed films eventually
may evaporate while others may remain in place.
It appears at first sight that the candidates listed in Table XVIII
may be improved by simple changes in formulation, processing, or curing
since most of these materials qualify without harsh postcures. However,
there is an urgent need for flexible sealants, houeycomb structures,
: lubricants, tapes, and temperature-control coatings since very few of
the commercial products have been found suitable for spacecraft use.
B. MACRO-VCM DETE_41NATIONS
The macro-VCH determinations provide information on the rate at
which offending VCM is re-evaporated. At the same time, the results of \
these determinations provide insight into whether a modified cure or a
modified blend of components will yield a polymeric product suitable for
spacecraft use.
A photograph is given in Flgure 2 of the assembly of 12 macro-VCM
t sample cells within the vacuum chamber, and Figure 3 illustrates thei entire vacuum system used for obtaining macro-%EM data. Complete design !
drawix_s for the macro-YCM sample cells, fixtures, and sssembly are I
given in Part II of this report: "Test Equipment." During a run, the i
sample cells are maintained at 12fi°C; operation records indicate that the i
chamber pressure r_nEes from about 10 -6 tort in the 24- and 48-hr runs
to about 10 "7 tort in the 96- and 336-hr runs. Since preltmtnary work :
indicated tha_ "blank" collector plates adjacent to plates on which i
materXai is deposited suffer no increase in weight, a full complement 1
of 6 samples (in duplicate) has been used for making most of the macro-
VCM determinations reported at this time.
A macro-VCM determination Consists of measuring the amount of VCM
°_
" collected (_nd weight-loss incurred) from polymeric products at intervals
of 24, 48_ 96, and 336 hours in an en_iron_ent of 125°C and 10 -6 tort.
Details of the procedure for making macro-VCM determinations are given
in Appendix C. It is to be emphasized that samples are not taken out
and retnserte d for additional periods of time; each run in the series
I
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is made up of fresh samples. In fact, _he 336-hr run is often performed
before the 24-hr run for maximum utilization of hours over week-ends and
holidays. (The use of a refrigerating system (Freon-502) eliminates the
need for filling cold-traps by hand.)
i AltI_ough samples must be comminuted for micro-VCM determinations
• (maximum VC_ in wt-_), configurations such as sections of sleevings,
honeycombs, electronics modules, etc. can easily be accommodated in the
macro-VCM sample cells. The cells have a maximum utilizable volume of
about 12 cubic inches. The results obtained with the macro-VCM apparatus
are definitive and provide the data by which r_lymer candidacy for space-
craft use is determined; micro-VCM results are only of use for eliminating
grossly inadequate polymers. The macro-VCM apparatus _s also useful in
that it provides easily-visible evidence of the effect of a thermal-
vacuum environment on polymers. For example, the micro-VCM results for
the weight-loss and VCM content of Hexcel ho_leycomh core structure
qualify it as a good candidate for spacecraft use; however, a section
(2" X 2" × 1") of the honeycomb collapsed during exposure to the thermal-
vacuum environment, thus indicating its unsuitability for use at the
temperature under consideration.
Eventually, data obtained from the macro-VCM determinations may be
used _or definitive studies of the diffusion rates of the volatile sub-
stances relative to thickness of materials or surface-to-volm0e ratios.
At the present time, data are expressed in wt-_ VCM/wt-sample since the
available materials have been of the order of less than 0.1" in thickness
and all surface areas have been exposed.
Macro-VCM data are summarized in Tables XIX to XXI for several seal
and gasket materials, a sleeving and shrinkable tubing, and various
structural materials; the be_:avior of the VCM with time, ghat is, accumu-
• lation of re-evaporation, is illustrated by the curves in Figures 4 to 6,
plotted on a wt-_ basis.
12 i
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IC. IDENTIFICATION OF VOLATILE MATERIAL
Confirmation of the effectiveness of the mlcro-VCM determination as i
a screening technique for the selecti_n of candidate spacecraft materials _1
is afforded by the macro-VCM determinations which provide information on
the observed weight-loss and _CM deposition and,or evaporation wlth time.
Since all polymers release substance:_ volatile at 125°C in vacuo, mass
spectrometric examination of the volatile substances has been undertaken
with a two-fold purpose: (1) The identification of readily-volatile
substances which cause the observed weight-loss in a thermal-vncuum
environment, and (2) The identification of substances which may be re-
sponsible for the observed VCM (volatile condensable materlal).
The identification of the low--molecular-welght materials given ofl
by polymers may be accompllshed wlth slmple mass spectrometer systems,
such as quadrupole mass filters or' resldual gas analyzers; however, these
materlals are-the volatlle components which usually constitute the greater
portion of the weight-loss (90_). The hlgh-molecular weight materl_ls,
which contribute to VCM, such as low n-met resins, plastlcizers, etc.
require examination by speclally-deslgned instruments wlth mass range
capabllltles in excess _f m.w. 500; since these kinds of materials have
very low vapor pressures, samples must often be handled vla a direct-
introduction system.
The mass spectrometer used at SRI for the identification of released
polymeric substances is a CEC Model 21-103C, which has been modified to
include an Ion-pump exhaust system (which ensures that any detected
hydrocarbons emanate only from the material under examination) and a
versatile sample-Inlet system (see Figure 7) which permits operation of
the spectrometer with or without the restricting molecular leak as well
as a direct line-of-sight path for vaporized molecules into the ionizing
: region. A representative mass spectrum obtained with the _odtfted
system Is g_ven in Figure 8 for RTV-60 (formulated by the General Electric
Company). The presence of end-blocked [St(CH3)3_ straight-chain
dtmethyls$1oxanes is indicated (m/e 73, 147, 221, 295, etc.) as are
cyclic dtmethylstloxane structures (m/e 207, 281, 355, etc.).
!
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The typical 74 a.m.u, sequence of intensified peaks ccrrespondlng to loss
of SI_CH3) 2 is shown, as well as the decreasing intensity of slgnlf_cant
peaks with Increasing molecular weight.
The samples used for mass spectrometric examination hsvc been fin--
ished polymers either provided by suppliers or cured (postcured) accord-
__ ing to manufacturerts instructions. They are selected on the followlng
bases:
(1) Quallflcation by mlcro-VCM determinations;
(2) Correlation with other phrses of the program, e.g.,
mechanical properties;
(3) Questions raised by suppliers, users, or JPL Cognizant
Engineers.
Briefly, the procedure consists of placing the sample in the modi-
fied inlet system and pumping it overnight at room temperature to re-
move surface moisture and gases. Then the sample is heated quickly to
!25°C, and the spectrum of volatilized substances is recorded within a
few minutes. The volatile substances in samples of the order of 1-3 mg
are nearly completely vaporized within 10-15 minutes (or in less than
one hour) at this temperature.
The mass spectra may reveal a complexity of 2 to >10 volatilized
substances; since reference spectra are not available for most of these
materials, particularly low-molecular-weight resins and plasticizers,
data cannot be reported as quantitative values but are reported rather
i as major and minor components, according to general structure. For
example, of 15 phthalic acid esters used commercially as plasticizers,
" mass spectral information is readily available for only 4; on the other
hand, identification as hydrocarbon oils, common solvents, and common
gases is easily ascortained.
Mass spec_._metric identification of volatile substances from a
number of polymeric products is summarized in Table XXII. It is readily
i seen that substances which might contribute to VCM may be either a major
i or minor component of the volatilized substances. The utilization of
this information, together with observations from micro- and macro-VCM
14
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determinations, contributes to tileensuing _iscussion of results
(Section II-D).
The importance of identification of volatile components is illu-
strated by a mass spectral study of Eccofoam SH (Emerson and Cuming, Inc.).
Since it is commonly believed that the weight-loss of polyurethane foams _
( is due almost entirely to the release of carbon dioxide, it was interest-
ing to examine this typical commercial product (see Table V). Because
carbon dioxide can be pumped away at ambient conditions, its loss was
obviated in the following way: the sample was placed in a tube con-
nected to the standard 3-1iter reservoir of the mass spectrometer and
: evacuated after the sample was cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature. ]
a pressure of <10 -6 torr was indicated, the LN2 Dewar was removed,
_qhen
i and the substances released from the sample at 25°C were allowed to
expand into the reservoir for 4 hours; the analysis of the mass spectrum
of these substances is given in Table XXIII. Excluding water, which
could easily be derived from the walls of the sample vessel, it is
readily seen that nitrogen (not from air) is the major component of the
evolved substances, and carbon dioxide is but a small contributor. Be-
cause it readily polymerizes, the styrene in the volatile materials is
the mos_ i_Kely substance which can contribute to VCM.
"-- Another sample of Eccofoam SH was pumped overnlf'ht at room tempera-
ture in the modified inlet system according to s tano" ' procedure, and
then heated quickly to 125°C. .Themass spectrum recorded at this time
indicated the same comgonents in relatively the same proportions (see
Table XXIII) except for water content and nitrogen. Neither at 25°C
conditions nor 125°_ conditions does the carbon dioxide content of
volstillzed substances exceed 15_. Hence, experimental observations or
conclusions made under the assumption that carbon dioxide is the prln-
cipal gaseous component of this polyurethane foam should be re-examlned.
15
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!D. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
There are distinct correlations between the results of micro-VCM,
= macro-VCM, and mass-spectrometric determinations which provide the basis
for qualification of the polymeric products which have been examined.
The major correlations are summarized in Table XXIV and the following
discussions of materials, arranged according to spacecraft applications, i
will note additional correlations and will suggest (for future work) !
means for up-grading existing polymers.
Adhesives. - The only suitable adhesives for spacecraft use are those
based on pure epoxy structures. As shown in Table I, silicones are un-
i acceptable and polyesters are marginal: the combination epoxy--polyamide
adhesive films, FM-1000 series, have been shown to release low-_olecular !
weight resins under thermal-vacuum conditions (Table XXII). The candi-
date adhesives listed in Table XVIiI have qualified under mild curing
conditions; thus, the first approach to up-grading these materials would
be an extension of the curing time at the maximum recommended tempera.°
tures. The time devoted to curing prior to a space mission is well-
spent if ultimate performance can be assured.
Circuit boards. - Three of the four circuit-board materials which have
been screened (Table II) in the as-recelved condition qualify as candi-
date space.-grade materials (Table XVIII) and consist of epoxy-glass
fiber laminates. As shown in Table XXI and Figur_ 6, macro-VCM data not
only confirms the eligibility of Micarta 65M25, but also indicates that
the VCM is re-evaporatlng with time. However, mass spectrometer data
indicates that the volatile material includes styrene (Table XXII) which
vaporizes at relatively low temperatures but can also re-polymerlze.
Thus, it is suggested that the styrene be eliminated from the formulation
if it cannot be removed by a reasonable postcure.
Coated fabrics. - As shown in Table III, silicone-coated fabrics are
not acceptable for spacecraft use. The suitable fabrics (Table XVIII)
are fluorocarbon-coated glass, polyester, or polyamide. Since these
_I materials were used in the as-received condition, a simple postcure may
be all that is needed for improved performance.
U
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Films and sheets. - Most of the films anO sheets listed in Table IV that
could qualify for candidacy are fluorocarbon-type polymeric materials
(Table XVIII). Since they have been screened only in the as-recelv_d
condition, studies of postcures are in order as well as identification
of possible degrading components. Nylons are not, in general, good
spacecraft mate_ials since they tend to de-polymerize at relatively low !
temperatures; the polyesters are marginal. Mass spectrometric identi-
fication (Table XXII) has shown that low-molecular-weight polyether
glycols (as well as a plasticizer) are released by Mylar 500A. (See ,_
also "Mechanical Properties.")
Foams. - On the basis of VCM content, the silicones are entirely unac-
ceptable as foams (Table V); the epoxy foams are suitable candidates
(Table XVIII), and it is possible that some may be up-graded by more
extensive curing. Acceptable VCM values are indicated for the pre-foamed
polyurethanes, but the weight losses are excessive; identificati)n of the
released material from a sample of Eccofoam SH in the as-recelved condi-
tion (Table XXII) indicates the presence of a reactant, solvent, and
additive as well as nitrogen and some carbon dioxide. As shown iu
Table V, a postcure of 24 hours at 150°C reduces drastically the weight-
loss value, but does not affect the VCM content. It seems probable that
the VCM can be attributed to styrene, but another analysis would have
to be made on a postcured material to determine whether only gases and
solvents were driven off in postcurlng or whether polymerization was
enhanced. On the other hand, the mechanical performance of foams after
postcuring or after exposure to a thermal-vacuum environment will be the
deciding factor for selection; in this instance, weight-loss data may
provide more screening information than VC_i data.
Hardware and structural materl.als. - A great many of the hardware andi
structural materlals screened appear to be suitable candidates for space-
craft use (Table XVIII). As shown in Table VI, the only class of struc-
tural materials disqualified at this time are the polyamides (nylons).
The others m_ght be up-graded by simple postcuring. Many of these pro-
ducts were screened i, the as-received condition; postcures were carried
out for the others on the recomaendation of the Cognizant Engineer.
17
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Further qualification of some of these materials indicates the generally-
good outgasslng characteristics; final recommendation requires _echanical
-- property data.
Macro-VCM determination for PPO 681-11i (Table XXI) confirms the
acceptance by micro-VCM criteria and also indicates the re-evaporation
with time of VCM as shown in Figure 6; the most likely contributor to
VCM has been identified as a terpene oll (Table XXII). The difference
in reported welght-loss values is no doubt due to the fact that the film
i
i was annealed prior to micro-VCM determinations (which prob_tly released
excess solvents) but was used "as-recelved" for macro-VCM. 'See also
"Mechanical Properties.")
Similar correlation of results for Lexan 141-112 is shown by the
micro-VCM data in Table VI and the laacro-VC_idata in Table XXf; the
VC_I appeals to be constant (Figure 6) but at an extremely low level,
<0.01_; again, a terpene oil (Table XXII) may be the contributor to VCM.
(Mechanical property data indicates the unsuitability of this material
for structural use at temperatures of the order of 125°C.)
A phthalate plasticizer has been identif_ed (Table XXII) as the
probable contributor to the small VCM value for Delrin 100NC10 (Table VI).
The polyethylene plastic (Table VI) was examined because of its
potential use in spacecraft optical experiments, since it is used as a
window for far infrared spectrophotometers. However, low-molecular-weight
polyethylenes are released at 125°C in vacuo (verified by mass spectros-
copy) and deposit as VCM. Since this temperature is in excess of that
feasible for photometric gear, this important material will be re-/
examined a_ a lower temperature
f
t Honeycomb.structures.. - As shown in Table VII, the silicone-based struc-
tures cannot be quallfied. During the macro-VCM determination (Table XXI)
the polyester composite was observed to collapse in the thermal-vacuum
environment and is thus ellmlnated. The phenolic materlal might be up-
graded by postcurlng, but at the present time, no honeycomb structures
can be suggested as sultable candidates for spacecraft use.
18
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Lubricants. - Of the lubricants screened (Table VIII), none can approach
candidacy for spacecraft use.
+
Protective coatings. - As indicated by the micro-VCM data in Table IX,
few prctective coatings can qualify for spacecraft candidacy as prepared
according to manufacturer's instructions for general use. In some
\
instances, curing temperatures in excess of 150°C are recommended for +_
high-temperature applications; however, electronic components, such as
printed-circuit boards or solid-state devices cannot be baked at such
temperatures; perhaps an extension of curing time at moderate temperatures
might be appropriate for a number of the coatin_ materials. On the other _
hand, the nature of the substances contributing to weight-loss nd VCM
must be established before recommendations for curing or change in formu-
lation can be made. As shown by the mass spectral data in Table XXII
for JPL-1002, a polyurethane coating, the weight-loss attributable to
solvents could certainly be reduced by extended curing; whether the
toluene diisocyanate released in the curing process (contributing to
VCM) can be eliminated by extended curing must be determined.
Sealant s . - The only candidate sealants at this time are two epoxy pro-
ducts (Table XVIII) which were postcured 24 hours at 150°C; these mate-
rials possibly can be up-graded by extended curing at a more moderate
temperature, the excellent fluorocarbon sealant is more properly a
+
pipe-dope, whereas the real need is for potting compounds (or casting
resins) and crack-fillers. As shown in Table X, RTV-type silicones,
polyethylenes, and _olyurethanes do not approach space-grade candidacy,
even after harsh cures o_ 24 hours at 150°C.
Seals and Gaskets. - As wl_h hardware and structural materials, seal and
gasket materials in general (Table XI) are excellent candidates for sp_ce-
craft applications. Since these materials can be postcured at elevated
temperatures prior to use, appropriate cures may up-grade theproducts.
However, the small amounts of volatile material must still be identified,
and the effect on their removal on mechanical properties must be deter-
mined. For example, the material released by Hycar-1 (not recommended)
has been shown to be high-molecular-weight hydrocarbons, often used as
19
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plasticizers; macro-VCM data summarized in Table XIX and Figure 4 indicate
a rising increase in weight-loss and VCM with time. The effect of this
loss in plasticizer is reflected in the relatively poor performance of
this material in mechanical property tests (vide infra).
A note of cs tion must be made toward procurement of elastomerJc
products (as well as others_ by code-names. For example, extreme varia-
tions in weight-loss and VCM values were observed for SE-3604, a silicone
elastomer designed by the General Electric Company. It was found that
the SE-3604 formulated by the Stillman Rubber Division (Sargent Indus-
tries) could not compare with that formulated by GE. After a suggested
postcure of 3 hours at 205°C, the Stillman product still could not match
_ the performance; subsequently, it was revealed that the GE material had
been postcured for 24 hours at 250°C. Thus, the need for specifications
and quality-control procedures is quite apparent. According to the
macro-YaM data shown in Table XIX and Figure 4, the Stillman SE-3604
cannot be recommended for spacecraft use, In contrast, mechanical
property data obtained for GE SE-3604 (vide infra) indicates a superior
and recommended material.
The macro-VCM data in Tabl_ XIX for Viton-990 indicates the re-
evaporacion of VCM with time. The most probable contributors to VCM
have been identified as plasticizers such as dibenzyl ether and dioc-
tylphthalate (see Table XXlI); a postcure may be sufficient for removal
of such substances.
The small amount of plasticizer identified with Teflon FEP 500A i
1 (Table XXII), and measurable after 24 hours in the micro-VCM apparatus
(Table XI), apparently evaporates from the VCM collector plate during
the first 48-hr run In the macro-VCM determination. Nevertheless, for
critical applicatlons, it is recommended that the FEP be postcured prior
to use, preZerably under vacuum. (See also "Mechanical Propertles.")
Shrinkable tubing. - The fluorocarbon shrinkable materials (Table XII)
easily qualify as space-grade candidates in mlcro-VCM screening. Since
two of the polyolefins had acceptable weight-losses, a further evaluation i
" iwas made of Thermofit RNF-IO0 _n order to determine whether the VCM
2O
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was of _ kinO that would re-evaporate with time. As shown by the data
in Table XX and the increasing VCM value with time (F_gure 5), the dis-
qualification by micro-VCM screening was valid.
Sleeving. - The best sleeving materials tested appear to be formulated
from acrylic-glass fiber combinations (Table XIII); however, macro-VCM
deter_nationa for Ben Har Acryl A indicate increasing VCM with time i J
!(Table XX and Figure 5). More work is needed before recommendations canbe made for, say, Ben Har Lecton B and Ben Har Acryl ,t. It £s surprising
that no fluorocarbon materials have been submitted for ewluation as
sleevings, i
Tapes. - Virtually none of the tapes, except Myst_k 7452, a rubber-based
resin/aluminum, can qualify as space-grade even under caring conditions
of 24 hours at 150°C (Table XIV); a macro-VCM determination is in pro-
gress for Mystik 7452.
T_emPeraturecontrol coatinge. - None of the temperature-contrci coatings
screened thus far can qualify as space-g.ade candidates; hvwever, several
_er products have seen submitted for testing. It is possible that the
coatings listed in Table XV may be improved by additional curing, It is
doubtful that apparatuses containing mirrors and lenses can withstand
rigorous treatment, and thus extensive curing at moderaze temperatures
¢
may bare to be recommended.
Tie cord/lacing tapes. - The best materials for tiJ cord applications
appear to be an impregnated fluorocarbon fiber and possibly a Dacron-
synthetic rubber product after po_tcuring (Table XVI). These materials
7
merit further con31deration. ]
Wlre........enamels. - In general, the few wire enamels screened are satisfactory
as shown by the data in Table XVII. However, It must be remembered that
a large part of the sample weight of the magnet wires is comprised of bare
wire. More work is needed really to qualify these onamels.
t
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LTable Iq ICI_()- VCM I)ETE li',11.'_ATI ON.'i : AI)lli'."; i VE.%
(24 hr at 1"5°(' u.d lO -_' torr)
-- _ (VCM rolle{-lor plate.- at 25°([)
] TOTAL WT. VCq.MATEllIAL1 MFII. 2 TIIEA'I3|ENT LOS.N, _ T/T-_
t
Epoxy )
i
Armstrong A-2/A /UJ(" Cured 45 mi. at 74')C 0.17 0.03 ! --
l, lu_ 45 miu 01 93"C
Armstrong A-2/E APC Cured 45 rain at 93°(: 0.?o 0.03
Eccob,)nd f5,'15 EM(" Cured 1,2 hr at 70 of" 0.55 0.05
Eccobond 35/9 i"Al(: Cured 2.$ hr at 250( . 0.40 0.06
Eccoboud 55/9 EMC Cured lb h: at 65°(" 0.17 0.07
Eccobond 55/9 E,MU Cured 24 hr al 150°C 0.15 0.10
Eccobond 55/11 I':MC Cured 1/2 hr aL 150°( . 3.76 3.40
Eccobond 55/11 F31C Cured 24 hr at 150°C 0.43 0.43
Eccobond Solder 56C/9 EMC Cured 16 hr at 500( . 0.20 0.03
Eccoboud Solder 56(:-,/9 F,MC Cured 16 hr a* 65°C 0.42 0.03
Eccobond 104 A/B L'ME Cured 3 hr at 150°(; 0.30 0.24
-- Epon 828/Versamid-125 SEA Cured 1 hr at 65°C plus O.51 0.12
il I hr at 95°C plus 24 hr
at 150°C
: Epon 828/Versamld-125 _ Curedlhr atl 95°chrat plus65°ClplUShr l .65 0.77
at I50°C
Epon 901/B-I SEA Cured 1 hr at 93°C 0.34 0.14
.-_ Epon 901/!_-3 SEA Cured 1/2 hr at !15°C 0.19 0.01
i plus 1-1/2 hr at 175°C
Epon 903 SCA Cured 1 hr a_ 175°C 0.36 i 0.21
Epon 914 SEA Cured I hr st 175°C 0.24 I 0.15
Epon 917 SEA Cared 15 min at 175°C 0.17 0.03
Epoa 919 A/B SEA Cured 3 hr at 82°C 1.45 0.23
_ Epon 931 A/B SEA Cured 1 hr at 125°C 0.13 0.0l
i Epon 934 A/B SEA Cured 1 hr et 82°C 8.31 4.64
l FM-I000 ACB Cured 1 hr at 150°C 8.31 4.64
"_ i FM-1000 ACB Cured 2 hr at 150°C 6.22 5.08
FM-1000 ACB Cured 2 hr at 170°C 5.39 4.35
FM-1000 ACB Cured 2 hr at 200°C 5.55 4.71
fM-1044 ACb Cured 1 hr at 150°C 7.95 3.76
FM-1044 ACB Cored 24 hr at 150oC 5.84 2.99
" Scotchweld EC-2216 A/B _ Cured 8 hr at 25°C 0.60 0..'4
plus I/2 hr _ 125°C
• Polyester _
Adhesive 46591 DUP Cured 16 hr at 25°C 0.60 0.24
"_' plus 4 hr at 150°C
Cement 4684 DUP Cured 16 hr st 250C 7.26 5.62
: _lus 4 hr at 150°C t
22
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Table I (('oncl.Jded)
.L
qATEII IAI I MFII2 TO'f _L W'[. Vi:M.
THEATMENI" LOSS. % WT-%
Chen, lok 607 IE/" Cured 24 hr at 25°(: 12.62 1.02
Chemlok 607 IICC (:.red 24 hr at 150°(: 2.95 0.56
•_i licone primers
X5-4004 GFk_; Cured 24 hr at 25"C 22.b7 7.87 I]SS-40f,$ " GES Cured 24 hr at 150°C 0.40 0.20
SS-4044 GES Cured 24 hr at 250(] 19.67 8.02
SS-4044 (k_S Cured 24 hr at 150°C 1.05 0.35
SS-4101 GFkS Cured 24 hr at 25"C 23.76 7.35
SS-4101 GES Cured 24 hr at 150°(" 6.72 4.16
SS-4120 GES Cured 24 hr at 250(: 24.98 14.60
SS-4120 (_S Cured 24 hr at 150°C 2.00 0.00
- • [
] See Appendix A /or aasi_- structure of polymers.
2 See Appendix B for Code List of Manufacturers.
Table II
MICBO-VCM DETERMINATIONS: CIRCUIT BOARDS
(24 hr at 1250C and ]0 .6 torr)
(VCM collecte: plates at 25°C)
TOTAL WT. VCM,
MATERIAL 1 MFR. 2 THEATMENT LOSS, % WT-%
Epoxy-glass laminate
Micarta il-8457 WEM As received 0.80 0.12
Miearta H-17511 WEM As received 0.44 0.04
Micarta H-2497 _YJ4 As received 0,18 0.00
Epoxy-glass laminate,
co, per-clad
Micarta 65M25 WF.M AS received 0.43 0.00
I See Appendix A,
2 See Appendix B.
°
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Tal, le IIfl
MICIIO-V(M I)I':I'EIIM[NATI()NS: COA'I'EI} I"AlflHC_
(24 hr at l?5°C and 10 -6 torr)
(V('M collector Jlates a! 250(:)
MATERIALI ] MF|i. 2 "[I|L'ATMENT TffI'AL _'I'. VCU, :
I LOSS, ,_ WT-,_
FI norocarbon-coa! ed po | yamide
Armalon 98-101 I]UF As re, eived 0.48 0.02
Fluorocarbon-e_ated polyester
Fairprene 84-0t_i DI'F As received 1.33 O.21
Fai rprene 80-060 DUF As received 0.34 0.01
Fai rprene 80-070 I)UF As recei _ed 0.30 0.01 :
hirprene 80-080 II;F A.- leceivtd 0.30 O.Ol
Fluorocarbon-coated glass
TI|5 - lr[_]_ MMI As received 0.05 0.05
Si I icone-c,>ated polyester
SR1)-5905 _1_1 As received 0.89 0.43
Silicone-coated glass
'- SRG-] 810 M_tl As received 0.70 0.39
Si I icc.ne-ccated a h,mini zed glass
; SigmA-0214 MMI As received 0.62 0.34
1
_:e _ppendix A.
q
- ,me Appendix B.
: Table IV
i
| MICRO-VCM DETERMINATIONS: FILMS AND SIIEETS
(24 hr at 125°C and l0 -6 torr)
(VCM collector plates at 25°C)
] TOTAL WT. VCM.MATERIALl MFH. 2 TREATMENT
LOSS, % WT-',
Polyamide
6-Ny Ion I_M As recei red 3.40 0.17
Folyi_____mide
Kapton 200X11667 _ As received 0.14 0.09
Polyimide, fluorocarbon-coated
gapton 300XHF929A DUM As received O. 54 O. 05
Polytc rephthalate
Mylar Type 500A I_ As received 0.24 0.06
Mylar Type 100S [}UM As received 0.22 0.12
Mylar Type 100T DUM As received 0.?0 0.12
Polyvinyl fluoride
Tedlar AI30W]I I_ As received 0.47 0.00
!
, Tedlar 100BG3011_ I_M As received 0.23 0.10
Tedlar 100BG30TI, _ As received 0.09 0.09
--_ Polyvinylidere fluoride
t gynar 200 PCC As received 0.21 0.15t.....
I See Appendix A.
: 2 See Appendix B.
,f
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!Table V 1
MICIIO- VCM IIETEIIMI NATI ON.'4: FOAM,'4 _li
{24 hr at 125°(; and 10 -6 tort') I(VCM collector plates at 25_'C)_IATI"II ALI MI"II.2 TIIEATqENT TOTAL WT. VCM,LOSS, ,% WT-_
Epoxy ._
: Stycast 1090/9 F3tC Cured 24 hr at 250( . 0.57 0.50
q
5tycast 1099/9 F3tC Cured 16 I,r at 50°C 0.31 0.07
Stycast 1090/11 F_C Cured 24 hr at IOOOC 0.13 0.13
Stycast 1090/II F_W2 Cured 24 hr at 125°C 0.04 C.04
Stycast 1095/II F_C Cured 3 hr at 95°Cplus 0.92 O.11
3 hr at 150°C
Stycast 1095/11 _.M{" Cured 24 hr at 125°C 0.50 0.11
Si I ic one
Eccosil 5000 A/t; LMC Cured 1 hr at 125°( . 2.83 0.48
Eccosil 5000 A/B t392 Cured 24 hr at 150°C 2.01 0.50
Fmccfoam Sil/25 EMC Cured 1 hr at 95°C 14.95 11.55
Eccofoam Sil/25 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 0.92 0.57
150°C
Polyurethane
Eccofoam S F_C As received 2.01 0.07 :
Eccofoam SH F_MC As received 10.26 0.01
Eccofoam SH EMC Postcured 24 hr at 1.69 0.01
150°C
Eccof3am FPll/12611 E_4C Cured 24 hr at 25°Cplus 2.25 0.15
3 hr at 150°C
Eccofoam Fl_I/!2611 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 1.39 O.'JO
150°C
1 See Appendix A.
2 _e Appendix B.
i
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I ,1i 1
"l'ab I " VI
.MICIIO-V(..M I)H'I':IIMINATI()N_: IIMU)WMII': AND STIH!CI'IilIAI. MATEIIIAI.._
(24 hr aI 125uC a._l lb -6 I.r'r)
(V('M colle('lor plat, o,_ a! 25"C)
MA'I'EI!I,'d MFll, TI|EA'I MENT
I 2
_FOI"A I I WT. VCM.
I,OY;S. ','." IT-f;
! _
| _ . ,
Acclal llla._til'._
Ih. lriii i(IIINCIO IIUP As rel'eived t}.58 0.06
Ih, lrin I50NCIO I_UP A._ rei'eivcd 11.51, O.liO
lieirin 500_;lii Illl I As received 0.48 0.07
I)elrin 507NCIil II111 As received 3.12 (I.]!
I)elrin 900NCIO I}lIP /L_ received (I.56 ().08
i l).i.ailyiphthalate tllaslii-s
I)iail F%-,l A(_! |lostcured 24 hr ._l 150°C 0.58 0.02
I)iall F.N-I0 A(.M Postcured 24 Lr aL 150°C 0.70 0.03
i I)iall FS-40 A(M Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.00 0.02
I 11illhenyl oxide-glass
laminate
tl
I)oryl 11-17479 W_ Postcured 24 hr at 150 (" 0.34 0.13
Epoxy-glass fiber laminates
Micaply G-284 'I_C As received 0.49 ().06
I Micaply EG-725 "IMC As received 1.13 0.37
: Micarta 11-17690 WEM As received 0.48 0.07
i Epoxy-glass molding
t
,l Epiall 1914 ArM Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 0.55 0.03
#
i Phenolic-gl a,,is molding
l compounds
Phenall 8010 A(M Posl.cured 24 hr at. 150°C 1.25 0.02
t l)Itenall 8060 A(M Postcured 24 fir at 150°(; 1.56 0.02
i Phenall 8700 ACM Postcured 24 hr at 150°(; 1.25 0.01Phenolic-glass laminates
I
i Micarte !!-583# W_ As received 0.70 0.03 •
i 91-LD-1581 AI_i) A8 rece:i red 2.51 0.08
I
7
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Table Vl (Concluded)
-t
TOTAL WT. VCM,
MATEIIIAL1 MFR.2 TREATMENT LASS° _ iFr.%
Polyamide plastics
Zytel 101NCIO I_JP As received 3.58 0.21
i Zytel-31 IXIP As received 1.85 0.42
Zytel-42 I_IP AS received 2.57 0.26
f
Poiycarbonate plastics
iexan 100-111 GEC As received 0.06 0.02
i I.exan 101-111 GEC As received 0.08 0.01|
l,exan 101-_12 GEC As received 0.09 0.04
I_xan 103-112 GF_, As received 0.00 0.00
l.exan 130_111 GEC As received 0.17 0.01
I,exan 131-1ll GEC As received 0.18 0.01
texan 131-112 _C AS received 0.17 0.01
Imxan 133-112 GEC As received 0.20 0.01
l,exan 140-111 GEC A_ received 0.17 0.03
I_xan 141-111 _ As received 0.17 0.04
i_xan 141-112 _ As received 0,17 0.02
Lexan 243-112 GEC As received 0.16 0.01
Polyethyleneplastic
Beckman ;I01577 DCC As received 0.62 0.35
Polyimide plastic i
Vespel SP-I DUP As received 1.24 0.01
Polyphenylene oxide film
PPO 681-111 (clear) GEC Annealed I/2 hr at 180°C 0.07 0.05
PPO 531-081 (opaque) GEC AS received 0.09 0.02
Polysulfone films
L_,P Annealed 1/2 hr at 125°C 0.03 0.01 !.P-2300
P-7395-121-2 UCP As received 0.33 0.01
Silicone-glasslaminate J
|
Micarts 20201-2 WEM As received 0.16 0.04 |
ql
1 See AppendixA.
2 See Ap_ndix B.
1967007366-040
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Table VII
MICIIO-VCM IH']TI'3iMINATION_: IIONEYCOMI'_ C<)IlI'] _TIIII("I'IJI'IES
(24 ilr at 125°(; and 10 -6 torr)
(VCM col lector plates at 250( . )
TOTAL WT. VCM, I
MATERIAL1 MFB.2 TRF+ATMENT LOSS, _, l WT-X
Phenol ic
Ilexcel IIRP IIFX As received 1.30 0.20
Polyester
itexcel I1,_1 IIEX As received 0.18 i 0.17
I
Silicone I
I
Itexce I-IIBS- as best os IIEX As received 0.37 0.37
Iiexcel HP_-glass fiber I [IEX As Ieceived _,50 0.40
1 See Appendix A for basic polymer structures.
2 See Appendix 13 for Code Lis*, of Manufae'urers.
Table VIII
MICRO-VCM DETERMINATIONS: LUBRICANTS
(24 hr at 125°C and I0-6 torr)
(VCM collector plates at 250C)
MATERIAL I MFR.2 T_EATMENT TOTAL WT. V[M,
LOSS, % w1-%
Si}icate-MoS_-G
Electrofilm 2396 EFI Cured 2 hr at 80°C 3.]9 0.87
plus 2 hr at 205°C
Phenolic-MoS 2
Electrofilm 4306 EFI Cured I-I/2 hr at 1.37 1.25
1900C
Fluorocarbon
PR-240-AC DUP As received 20.02 7.42
1 See Appendix A.
2 See Appendix B.
SB I+
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"Fable IX '_
iMICI_O-VCM DETERMINATIONS: I_ROTECI'IVE Ct)ATINGS(24 hr at 125°C and 10 -6 torr)(VCM c'ollector plates at 25°C)
t
MATERIALl MFB.2 TREATMENT TOTALWT. I VCM,LOSS, % WT-%1
Alkyd
B224-2 _CI Cured 3 hr at 95°(: plus 8.99 3.86
1 hr at 150°C
Glyptal 1201 CEI Cured 4 hr at 125°C 6.10 2.55
Glyptal 1201 GEI Cured 24 hr at 150°C 3.70 1.60
Glyptal 1202 GEI i Cured 4 hr at 125°(: 5.55 2.46
Glyptal 1202 GEII Cured 24 hr at 150°C 5.20 2.78Diphenyl oxide
Doryl B109-4 WEI Cured 2 hr at 250°C 0.30 0.15
Doryl BI09-5 WEI Cured 2 hr at 250°C 0.18 0.i4
Epoxy
B-276 WEI Cured 3 hr st 95°C plus 3.52 1.15
1 hr at. 150°C (
Eceocoat C-26 A/B EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 2.10 0.31 !
Eccocoat EC-200 A/B EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 3.65 1.35 }
Eccocoat 210 A/B EMC Cured 24 hr at 25°C plus 2.86 0.36
1 hr at 75cC
Eccocoat 210 A/B EMC Cured 24 hr at 25°C plus 0.78 0.36
24 hr at 150¢C
Eccocoat PCA/16 E_E Cured 1 hr at 25°C plus 2 hr 0.18 0.02
at 95°C plus 2 hr at 150°C
Eccocoat VE A/B EMC Posteured 24 hr at 150°C 1.51 0.52
Eccogel 1265 A/B EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 16.59 8.66
PT-401/H-11 FrI Cured 20 minutes at 93°C 18.29 0.65
Stycast 1217/9 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 0.57 0.12
Polyester-phenolic
Eecoeoat PH7 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.55 0.84
Phenolic-oil-modified
Glyptal 9564 GEI Cured 4 hr at 125°C 5.19 2.05
Glyptal 9564 GEI Cured 24 hr at 150°C 3.62 1.35
Polyimide
PYRE-M.L. RK-692 DUF Cured 24 hr at 150°C 3.00 0.48
Polyurethane
Eccocoat IC-2 EMC Cured 1 hr st 25°C plus 2 hr 6.99 1.48
at 95°C plus 24 hr at 150°C
JPL-1001 AAC Cured 4 hr at 75°C 0.20 0.I0
JPL-1002 AAC Cured 4 hr at 75°C 0.19 0.03
Silicone
SR-17 GES Poatcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.22 0.80
SR-98 GES Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 2.48 1.61
SR-220 C_ lPostcured 24 hr at 150°C 3.52 2.86
I See Appendix A.
2 SeeAppendix B.
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Tab I e X
%tlCIIO-VCM I)H'I'IIIM I NATI ONS: SEAl,ANTS
(24 hr at 125°(: and 10 .6 to,'r)
(VCM coll_,'tor plates at 25"(:)
TOTAL WT° VCM,
MA'I'EIIAI.1 MFIL2 TIII.;ATMENr LOSS, !_, WT-%
I
Epoxy
Scotchcast-235 KME ('ured 6 hr at 95°(2 b.20 0.31
Scotchcast-241 _¢@_ Cured 6 hr at 95°C 2.97 0.04
htycast 1210 A/B EME Postcured 24 hr at 150"(2 1.67 0.05
Stycast 1263 A/B E_: Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 0.12 0.01
Stycast 1264 A/13 EMC Cured 8 hr at 25°(2 2.80 0.14
Stycast 1264 A/B EMC Pcstcured 24 hr at 150°C 2.73 0.32
Stycast 1269 A/B EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 0.18 0.05
Stycast 2741/15 EMC Cured 8 I,r at 25°(2 10.63 2.00
Stycast 2741/15 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.O5 0.10
Fluorocarbon
_" Bibbop Lope _520 PER As received 0.07 0.02
Bibbon Dope _520 PER Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 0.00 0.00
Polyester
I Stycast 40/7 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 2.26 0.35
Polyet:hylene
T1_4-2/10 EMC Cured 12 hr at 50°C plus 6.41 0.42
4 hr at 80°C
TPM-2/10 l.,_ Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 3.80 1.05
"IPM-3/10 EMC Cured 12 hr at 50 C plus 3.33 0.90
4 hr at 80°C
TPM-3/10 EMC Postcured 24 nr at 150°C 3.06 0.27
TPM-6 A/B EMC Cured 16 hr at 105°C t_lus 2.29 0.47
4 hr at 145°C plus 4 hr
at 175°C
TI_-6 A/B EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.28 0.27
Polyurethane
CPC-21 EMC Cured 6 hr at 100_C 17.33 4.18
CPC-21 EblC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 15.32 4.03
CPC-22 EblC Cured 40 hr at 65°C 29.86 5.48
CPC-22 EblC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 28.25 5.12
CPC-41 EMC Cured 48 hr at 65°C 3.58 0.65
Ca_-41 EMC Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.67 0.35
"_ 30 !"
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Tal, le X (Concluded)
I
TOTAL Y,T. VCM, 7_MATI':ItIAL 1 I MF'II.2 TIIEA'fMENT
Pol_'uret hane
PR-1527 A/B PRC Cured 6 br at 82_C 1.65 0.44
1_-_27 A/B Pig" Pustcured 24 hr at, 150_'(" 2.07 (I.56
PR-1538 A/B Pig" Cured 6 hr at 82"C 2.07 0.56
PH-1538 A/B PIt{" Postcured 24 hr at 15(]°C 1.96 0.53
Si 1i con e _
RTV-11 GES Postcured 24 hr at, 150°( ` 0.91 0.55
RTV-41/T-12 GES C_red t_ hr at 25°C plus 2.06 0.45
4 hr at. 50°C
R3W-60 GES Pastcured 24 hr at 150°C 0.69 0.54
RTV-77/T-12 C,h,S Postcured 24 hr at 150°Ci 1.69 1.02
RTV-90 GES Postcured 24 hr at 150°(: 0.62 0.49
RTV-560 GES Postcured 24 hr at, 150°C 1.03 0.68 _
RTV-580/T-12 GES Post, cored 24 hr at 150°C i ].81 0.81 _
K13/-615 GES Postcured 24 hr at 150°C[ 1.01 0.77|
fITV-630 A/B GES Postcured 24 hr at 150°C" 1.30 0.81
8TV-632 A/B GES Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 1.25 0.74
fiTV-655 A/B C_S Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 2.72 1.27
RTV-757 GES Postcured 24 hr at 150°C 12.94 1.39
Sylgard-184 DCC Cured 4 hr at 65°C 1.77 0.89
Sylgard-184 DCC Postcured 24 hr at ]50°C 0.94 0.62
I
See Appendix A.
2 See Appendix B.
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"Fable XI
MICRO-VCM DETERMINATIONS: SEAI.S AND GASKET5
(2_ hr at 125°(. arid 10-6 to|'r)
(V('M collector plates at 25o(:)
TOTAl WT. VCM,
MATEI.IAL1 MFll.2 'I'REAT_IENT LOSS, "_;, w'r.%
Acrylic
]fycar 520-67-108-I IgFG As received 1.90 0.17
Ilycar 520-_)7-108-2 BFG As received 1.22 0.13
Itycar 520-67-108-3 BFG As received 1.31 0.08
|lycar 520-67-108-4 BFG As received 1.70 0.0_
ltycar 520-67-108-5 BFG As recexved 0.95 0.03
liycar 520-67-108-6 BFG As received 1.03 11.03
Buty.__._l
Enjay EC-1090 ENJ Pcstcured 4 Ilr at 150°(: 0.80 0.24
Enjay EX-I091 ENJ Postcured 4 hr at 150"C 0.70 0.20
Enjay EX-1092 ENd Postcured 4 hr at 150°C 0.86 0.10
SR-634-70 SIS As received 1.55 0.21
Fluoroethylene-
propylene
Teflor. FEO 500C DUP As received 0.02 0.01
Teflon FEP 100A DUP As received 0.06 0 06
Teflon FEP 500A DUP As received 0.05 0.05
Silicone
SE-555 (white) GES As received 0.55 0.33
SE-555 (gray) GES As received 0.53 (I.30
SE-556 GES Postcu-ed 24 hr at 250°( 0.10 0.01
SEo3604 (24/480) GES As received 0.51 0.12
SE-3604 SIS As received 1.71 0.73
SE-3604 S1S Postcured 3 hr at 200°C 1.40 0.80
SE-3704 SIS As received 1.37 0.¢_0
SE-3704 SIS Postcured 3 hr at 2', 0°C 1.12 0 67
SE-3804 SIS As received 1.70 0.62
SE-3804 SIS Pos cured 3 hr at 200°C 0.81 0.49
SE-3613 GES As r_ceived 1.05 0.55
SF-3613 (24/480) GES As received 0.09 0.06
SE-3713 GES As received 0.82 0.61
SE-3713 (24/480) GES As received 0.20 0.09
SE-3813 GES As received ',70 0.61
SE-3813 (2_/480) GES As received 0,27 0,04
SE-4511 (24/480) GES As received 0.19 0,10
SE-5403 (24/480) GES As received 0.07 0.03
39
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Table XI ((]oucluded)
r_ _
MA'I'EIIIAI, I MLIi. 2 I I'I1EATMI':NT ._, ,,TOTAI, wT. VCM.LOS.,.,,, W'f-%
Vnnyl idene fluoride- I_
hexafluoropvopylene
Viton A4411A-776 I)IIE As received 9.29 0.05 __
V( ton A4411A-77t_ DUE Post, cured 24 hr at, 2(JO('C [I.0.3 0.01 _,_
iVLt, on A4411A-777 IgiE As received (}.27 (I.(13Viton A4411A-777 I}U.: Postcured 24 hr at. 2(111°( 0.01 ] 0.01Viton A4411A-778 PAtE As received 0.35 I 0.01Viton A4411A-778 I)UE Postcured 24 hr at 200°(: 0.0!_ 0.00 .I
Viton A4411A-990 I)UE As received 0.54 [ (1.03
l ,_
See Appendnx A. _.
:/
2 See Appendtx B. .:
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Table Xll i
MICRO-VCM DETERMINATIONS: SItRINKABI,E MATERIAI,S !
(24 hr at 125°C and 10 -6 torr) t
(VCM collector prates at 25°(i)
TOTAL _,'3". VCM, iMATERIAL1 MFR.2 TREATMENT LOSS. % WT-% 3
Fluorocarbon
Ther'qofit TFE (7-30-09) RAY Postcured 1 br at 150°C 0.01 0.00
! Thermofit TFE (7-32-16) RAY Postcured 1 hr at 150°C 0.00 0.00
Thermofit TFE-R RAY Postcured 1 hr at 159°C 0.01 0.00
Penn ,ube II-SMT Pb_2 Postcured 1 hr at 150°C 0.0{} 0 OF,
Flucz'o.'arbon, irradiated
Thermofit Kynar RAY Postcured 1 hr at _50°C 0.27 0.09
Polyolefin, irradiated
Thermofit RNF-100 RAY Postcured 1 hr at 150°C 0.78 9.20
Thermofit CRN (clear) RAY Postc ed 1 hr at [50°C 0.52 0.28 "i,
7hermofit CRN (white) RAY Postcured 1 hr at 150°C 2.01 0.60
Thermofit CRN (black) RAY Postcu, ed 1 hr at 150°C 2.09 0.39
/
1 See Appendix: A.
2 See Appendix B.
m-.
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!Table XIII
gICIIO-V('M DETEBMINATIOHS: SI.EEVING
(24 hr at 125°C and 10 .6 t.rr)
(V('M collector plates at 25°C)
T{YI'al. ItT. VCM,
UATEHIAL1 _FII. 2 TREAT._E,h-r LOSS. _ #T-,_
j ..
Glass fit, er (coatec)
. , w
Ben-llar Ex-Flex 1500 BIN Postcured 24 hr at 0.18 0.14
150°C
Ben-Har Pyro-Sleeve Bild Postcured 24 hr at 0.13 0.11
"_ ] 150°C
i _rylic-_iass fiber
! Ben-Bar !250-1, B BIN Po-.cured 24 hr aL 0.56 0.35
; 150°C
Beq-Hsr 263, (;3 BIM _ ,stcured 24 hr at 1.40 0.2_
,_ IS0oC
,g
Ben-liar Leeton B _IM. Postcared 24 hr at 0.09 0.09
I i 50°C
i l_-He_ Acr, i A ' ._M Po_tcured 24 hr at 0.22 0.05
153°C
wm _
Silicone-_laas iber
Ben-Hsr 1151, Armasil-2 BIN Pos_cured 24 hr at 0.5_ 0.42
150°C
k_.,.oHar 1151, UL BIN Postcured 24 hr st 0.66 0.43
150oc
Ben-Her 1151, Supe-wall BIIM Postcured 24 hr at 0.31 0.31
150cC
Be: " 'r 1062, ' .! Blgl Postcured 74 hr at 0.29 0.13
150°C
B_..-I_ .,_1, dA1 I_ Postcured 24 hr aL 0.42 0.24
150°C
I See Ap_andix A.
-- 2 Sse Appendix B.
i \'"
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_. Table XlV
! MICRO- V(31 DETERMINATIONS: TAPES(24 hr at 123_C and ]0 -6 torr)
[ +(VCM collector plates at 25"(;)
:/ MATERI AL1 MFit. "_ TREATMENT TOTAl. WT. VCM.
+. LOSS, _ WI'-,_ -_
=,
Scotch Electric Tape #62 MME AS received i.ll 0.97 _!
Scotch Electric Tape #62 MME Cured 24 hr at ISq°C 0.86 0.70
=.
FI uorocarbo-m- si i ico,e _t
": Mystik 7503 BO4 A,_ received I. l? 0.73
"+++ ._stik 7503 fILM Cured 24 hr at 150°C 1.02 0.8l ,_
i Polyester
E Mystik 7352 I_M As received 4.34 1.58
_, Mystik 7352 lg_ Cured 24 hr at 150°C 1.60 0.72
i Polyester- alum#num. Scotch Tape #852 MME As received I. 69 0.70
Scotch tape _1852 MME Cured 24 hr at 150°C 0.57 0.¢0
Polyester-glass
Scotch Tape #27 MbtE As received 6.08 2.27
Scotch Tape #27 MME Cured 24 hr at 150°C 4.37 2.29
Polyester-silicone
Mystik 7300 _ AS received 1.90 1.28 i
Mystik 7300 B(_ Cured 24 hr at 1S0°C 1.44 1.03
[
=,
Rubber resilt- aluminup
Mystik 7452 BO4 As received 0.37 0.(,4
Rubber resin-glass- AI
Mystik 7455 IK_ As received 3.82 2.62
blystik 7455 BO_ Cured 24 hr at 150°C 1.7I 1.34
Rubber resin-glass
Mystik 7020 B{_ As race# ved 2.63 0.62
Myst:.k 7020 BCM Cured 24 hr at 150°C l.S4 0.56
I
See Avpendix A.
2
See Appendix B.
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Table XV i
v
MICBO- VCM I)ETEBMINA'FIONS. TEMPEBATtIBE -CONTBOI, COATINGS
(24 hr at 125°C and IU -6 torr}
(VCM ccllector plates at 25°C) |"
TOTAL WT. VCM,
MATERIAl.I MFB.2 ",'BEATMENT I.OSS, • Vfl'-•
Alkyd. modi fled
Optical Black 101-CIO MMA Cured 24 hr al 25°C 5.56 I. 12
Optical Black 101-CI0 M_/IA (_ured 24 hr at 150°C 0.57 0.25!
Epox_____y
Cat-A-l.ac Flat Black F_C Cured 24 hr at 25°(; 13.00 1.32
463-I-8
Cut-A-l.ac Flat Black FPC Cured 24 hr at IS0°C 0.38 0.23
463- I-8
C.at-A-Imc Clear 473-] [PC C_red 24 hr at 25°C 25.48 3.30
Cat-A-Lac Clear 473-I FI_ Cured 24 hr at 150°C 1.09 ".G2
Cat-A-Lac _,ite Gloss FPC Cured 24 hr at. 25°C 1;.79 0.95 !
443- 1- 500
Cat-A-Lac _hite Gloss FI_ Cured 24 hr at 150°C 0.86 0.52
443- I- 500 l
1
See Appendix A.
2
See Appendix B.
_q
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Tat, Je XVI
_'_, MIC;_O-V(31 I)ETEhMINATIONS: TIE COBD/IA(:ING "rAPE I _5
(24 hr a:. 125°C and 10-6 t,,rr)
" (V(:McoJlecCor plates at 2.50(") :-_
'fOTAI. tiT. VCM,
MATEHIALl MFII2 TBEATMENT I LOSS, % WT-%
Nomex-silicone
Gudebrod 72111 GI_I As received 3.07 0.2.5 BB--
f:Gudebrod 72111 GI_: Postcured 24 hr at I50°C 2.58 0. I0Gudebrod 722S GBE As received 4.92 1.80
Gudebrod 722S GL_: Postcured 24 h, at 150°(: 2.44 0.(_2
Dacron-synthetic rubber
Gude-Space 181)90 GI_: As received 1.87 0.09 _
Gude-Space 18D96 G'BE Postcured 24 hr at I50°C 0.42 0.|0
Stur-O-l._e lgUtl GBE As received , 1.26 0.20
i SLur-D-Lace IBUH GBE Postcured 24 hr at IS0°C 0.34 0.0b "Impregnated fluorocarbon
fibr_e
i "ramp-Lace 1125611 GBE As received 0.60 0.05I See Appendix A.
2
See Appendix B.
Table XVII
MICBO-VCMDETERMINATIONS: WIBE ENAMELS
(24 hr at 125°C and 10-6 torr)
(VCM collector plates at 250C)
TOTAL liT. VCM,
_ATERIAL1 MFH.2 TREATMENT LOSS, % lrr-%
Acetal (Formex)
Magnet wire (AWG-35) GEW As received 0.06 0.03
_ Polyimid¢PYBE-M.L.B.C.-5057 GEI Cured 24 hr at 150°C 1.12 0.00
Polyurethane
Magnet wire (AWC;-22) GEW As received 0.22 0.09
.. ,,.
1
See Appendix k.
2 See Appendix B. J
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Table XVIII
POI.YMEB PBOi)I_:TS HE(:(_I_NI)ED FOB FURTIIEB QUALIFICATION
BASEDONMICI_O-VCMVALUES
(wt-loss, 1.0%er less;
VCM, 0.1 wt-% or less)
[ "-
APPLICATION PRODUCT TABLE BASIC POLYMEB
Armstrong A-2/A I epoxy
Armstrong A-2/E I epoxy
Eccobond 45,15 I epoxy
Adhesives Eccobond 55,/9 1 epoxy
Eccobond Solder 50C/9 I epoxy
Epon 901B-3 I epoxy
Epon 917 I epoxy
Epon 931A/B I epoxy
_icarta H-1754 II epoxy-glass
Circuit boards Micarta !|-2497 II epoxy-glass
i Micarta 65M25 II epoxy-glass-copper
Armalon 98-101 !II fluorocarbon-polyamide
Coated fabrics Fairprene 80-series I!I f!uoro:arbon-polyester
TB_-_.-VFE III fluorocarbon-glass
Kapton 200DI667 IV polyimide
Kapton 300XFIF929A IV polyimide-fluorocarbon
F;lms and sheets Mylar Type 500A IV polyester
Tedlar M30_ffl IV polyvinyl fluoride
Tedlar IOOBG30TH IV polyvinyl fluoride
Tedlar 100BG30TL IV polyvinyl fluoride
F,_ms Stycast 1090/9 V epoxyb
Stycast 1090/11 V epoxy
Delrin (most) VI _cetal
Diall (all) VI diallylphthalate
Epiall 1914 VI epoxy-glass
Lexan (all) VI polycarbonate
Micaply G-2_4 VI epoxy-glass
Hardware and structural Micarta 8-17690 VI epoxy-glass
Micarta H-5834 VI phenolic-glass
£icarta 20201-2 VI silicone-glass
PPO_OI-111 VI polyphenylene oxide
1_53z-081 VI polyphenyleae oxide
P-2300 VI polysulfone
P-7395-121-2 VI polysulfone
i
I
I
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Table XVIII (Concluded) +
APPLICATION = PFIO_UCT TABLE BASIC POLYMEE + +
Iloneycomb core ._tructures No recommendations
LubrJcants No recommendations _.
Eccocoat PC.A/10 IX epoxy
Protective coa _ings JPL-1001 IX polyurethane
i JPL-1002 IX polyurethane
Hil,bon Dope _520 X fluorocarbon
Sealants Stycast 1263 _A?B X epoxy
St)cast 1209 X epoxy
,=
E.jay EX-1092 XI butyl
Ilyca r 520-07-I 08-5 Xl acrylic
Ilyca r 520-07-108-5 XI acrylic
SE-550 XI silicone
SF-3013 (24,/480) Xl siliconeSeals and _askets
Teflon FEP 100A Xl fluorocarbon
Teflon FEP 500A XI fluorocarbon
Teflon FEP 500C Xl fluorocarbon
Viton A4411A-700 serie_ XI vinylidene fluoride-
hexa fluoropropy lene
Penntube II-SMT XII ftuorocarbon
Shrinkable tubing Thermofit Kynar Xll fluorocarbon
Thermofit TFE XII fl.orocarbon
Sleeving Ben Her Acryl A XIII acrylic
Ben I[al Lecton B XlII acrylic-glass
, , ,, _
Tapes Mystik 7_52 XIV rubber resin-Al
Tem:_erature control No reco_endations
cost trigs
Gude-Space 18D_ XVI Dacron-rubber
Tie cord/lacing tape Stur-D-Lace IBUll XVI Dacron-rubber
Temp-Lace H256A XVI fluorocarbon
Wire enamels Magnet wire (Formex) XV_I aceta
Magnet wire (urethane) X_II polyurethane
w
I -,+
+.
._+ I++_+__
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!Table XIX
MACRO-VCMDETERMINATIONS: SEAl, AND GASKET MA'I'EHIALS
MATEPlAL_ HOLflSOF EXPOSUREAT
_" _ PROPERTY 125°C AND 0 -6 torr REMARKS
/ P_Y_R-TYPE - -I
J (Mfr Code) 24 4g 90 336
' SE-3b04 wt-loss, % 0.28 0.24 0.50 0.57 Postcured 4 hr/205°C;
Dimen s ions :
silicone (SIS) VCM, wt-% 0.12 0.14 0.18 0.29 2" x 1.5" x 0.084"
Hycar 520-67-I08-I wt-los_ % 1.19 1.29 1.24 1.48 Samples as received;
' Dimens ions:
acrylic (EFG) VCM, wt-% 0.I0 0.05 0.12 0.15 0" x l" x 0.08"
Viton A4411A-990 wt-_oss, % 0.44 0.46 0.53 0.01 Samples as received;
Dimens ions :
vinylidene fluoride- VCM, wt-% 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.01 b" x l" x 0.08"
bexafluoropropylene
(SIS) [Teflon FEP 500A wt-loss, % (0.01 <P._l <0.01 _0.01 Samples as received;I Dimens ions :
: fluoroethylene- VCM, wt-% <0.01 <0.01 [<0.01 <0.01 6" x I" x 0.02"propylene (DL_) I
Table XX
MACRO-VCMDETERMINATIONS: SLEEVINGAND TUBING
MATERIAL / HOURSOF EXPOSUREAT
j PROPERTY 125°C AND10-6 torr REMARKS
/ POLym_ER-TYPE
/ (kffr Coda) 24 48 96 336
Ben liarAcryI A wt-loss, % 0.09 0.I0 0.33 0.26 Postcured 24 hr/150°C;
Dimensions:
acrylic-glass (Bl_) VCM, wt-% 0.03 0.05 0.05 0.06 I-1/2"x5/8" o.d. (2pcs.)
Thermofit Pd_'-lO0 wt-.loss,% 0.59 0.62 0.62 Postcured I hr/150°C;
Dimensions:
_._Iefin (irrad.) VIM, wt-% 0.20 9.24 0.27 6" x 5/16" o.d. , --
• (5-5/16" after cure) I
!
Table XXI
MACBO-VCMDETERMINATIONS: VARIOUSSTRUCTURAL MATERIALS
] MATERIAL_ IIOURSOF EXPOSL_EAT" PHOPERTY i 125°C AND10-6 torr REMARKS
[ / POLYMERoTYPE
(Mfr Coda) F 24 48 96 336
PPO 681-111 wt-los__.• 0.57 0.67 0.74 0.72 Samples as received;
Dimenaions:
henylene oxide VCM, wt-_ 0.07 0.00 0.01 0.01 30" x 2" x 0.001"
Micarts 65M25 wt-loss, _ 0.36 0.36 0.44 0.35 S._mples as received;
Dimensions :
_E_-slass-copper VC_, wt-% 0.01 0.02 0.01 <0.01 2" x 2" x 0.075"
Lexan 141-112 wt-losa, % 0.15 0.15 0.17 Samples as received;
Dimens i ons:
polycerbonste (GEC) VCM,wt-_ <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 2" x 2" x 0.I0"
Hezcel _ wt-loss, % 0.15 0.15 G.20i Samptes .s received;
- i Dimensions:
polyester (_EX) VCM, wt-S 0.13 0.02 0.02 2" x 2" x I"
(collapses durin8
exposure)
, I
_' 40
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Table ×XIi
MA,"IS ._PECI'IIOMH'I_I(: II)ENTIFICAT[ON INSIT!_ O1: ,_IIBSTANCES
RFIk:ASEI) AT 125°C AND I0 TM "I'OI_R BY SEI_X"I'EI) POI,YMEIII(: MATERIAl,.%
A_
MATER1 IDENT ! F l ED COMPONENT.'-;
MI"II. 2 _,i
YMEB TYI)EI Maj O r M1 nor
Delrin NCIO0 I)I!P water ester of phthalic acid; ]z_
(aceta I ) --cresol
i
FM-1000 ACB low m.w. (to 000)
(epoxy) epoxy res in._
Ilyca r 520-07-108-1 JCI:G water;
(acrylic) hydrocarbon oils tom.w. "400
,lPl,-1002 AAC water; toluene di is,:cyauate;
(urethane) aromatic solvent cel losolve acetate _;
Lexan 10X-llX (several) GEC water; carbol, dioxide; :
(carbonate) mixed hexanes phenols ; )
i n- propy Iamtne ;
hydrocbloric acid;
(130 terpene oil
. Micarta 65M25 WEM methyl cellosolve styret,e
i (epoxy-glass fiber)
Mylar Type 500A DLIM _glycol to m.w. ->500 water;
i (terephthalate) dioctylphtha latePPO O81-111 G_Yd aromatic solvents water;
(polyphenylene oxide) C30 terpene oil
m......
BTV-O0 GFS low m.w. (>O00)
silicones, straight-chatn
(silicone) and cyclic
"Teflon-FEP 50UA DIJP dioctylphtb- late; water;
(fluoroethylene- C30 terpene oil carbon dioYide
propy lene)
Viton A4411A-990 DUE water; carbon dioxide
(vinylidene fluoride- benzyl ether (CF2) n and CnllnFn;
hexa f luor opr opy Iene) d i _c ty lphtha Iate
1 See Appendix A.
2 See Appendix B.
Table XXIII
MASS SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF SUBSTANCES RELEASED
IN VACUO BY ECCOFOAM SI! (EMEBSON AND CUMING, INC. )
J ESTIMATED MOL-_
at 25°C at 1250C
IDENTIFIED COMPONEN3
Styrene G.3 I
i Toluene I .5 6
N-methyl morpholine 3.4 12
Carbon dioxide 2.6 11
Nitrogen 62. 54
Water 70. 15
Misce Ilaneous 0.2 I
41
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FIG. 3 PHOTOGRAPHOF THE TOTAL VACUUMASSEMBLYFOR MAKING
-- MACRO-VCMDETER/_ilNATIONS
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FIG. 4 VCM VALUES AT !25/25°C WITH TIME FOR SEAL AND GASKET MATERIALS
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III. MECHANICAL PROPZKTIES OF POLYMERIC MATERIALS
IN THE THERMAL-VACUb_I ENVIRONMENT
by Norman Fishman
The changes in selected mechanical properties which are incurred
during the exposure of polymeric materials to a thermal-vacuum environ-
ment have been measured for a number of elastomeric and plastic products. I
Descriptions of these products are summarized in Tables XXV and XXVI,
including those which were reported in Interim Report No. 2 (March 1966); ..
test daza for the latter are repeated in order to provide a basis for
comparison among families-of-polymers, Exposure conditions, designated
by letter references in Tables XXV and XXVI, are summarized in detail in
Table XXVII.
The methods used to evaluate the behavior of the test materials
when exposed to the vacuum-thermal environment can be categorized as !
!active or passive. The active test is performed on the specimen in situ,
or while it is in the vacuum-thermal environment; the passive test con-
sists of storage in the vacuum-thermal environment, followed by tests of
mechanical properties at atmospheric pressure. The tests performed dur-
ing this program include:
Active tests
In sttu continuous ana intermittent stress relaxation tests
of elastomerlc materials in the vacuum-thermal environment;
In situ constant strain tests of elastomerlc materials in
the vacuum-thermal environment;
In situ constant load tests of plastic materials in the
vacuum-therm_l environment.
Passive tests
Storage of specimens of elastomerlc and plastic materials
in the vacuum-thermal environment, followed by constant
strain rate tests of control and exposed specimens.
51
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A. TEST RESULTS
In sltu con%inuolls and intermittent stress relaxation tests of
several silicone, polyacrylic, and butyl elastomers were conducted in
duplicate. Results of these tests (excluding those previously reported) !
%
are presented in Figures 9 to 16, inclusive; snmmary data are included _
in Tables XXVIII and XXIX.
Specimens of each of the above materials, as well as some Viton
and additional silicone elastomers, were also stored, under no-load
conditions within the test chamber at 125°C, for subsequent constant
strain rate tests. ",_e effects of the vacuum-thermal environment on
the tensile properties of these materials _re presented in Tables XXX, _-
XXXI, and XXXII.
In addition to the lO00-hour tests reported above, long-term tests
of three selected eiastomers were undertaken using the apparatus described
in Part II of this report. These materials were stored in the vacuum-
thermal environment for 6550 hours (condition H, Table XXVII) at several
levels of constant _ rain and under zero strain. Table XXXlII presents
a summary of the conditions of ring storage, rupture time, and post-
exposure tensile properties. The effects of this long-term storage on
tensile propertie_ of unstrained specimens are compared wlth control
and 1000-hour data in Tables XXXYV and XXXV.
Several plastic materials were subjected to constant load tests
- and to passive storage in the vacuum-thermal environment. In the con- !
stant load tests, the loads were applied shortly after the temperature i
of the specimens was raised to 125°C. Results of the constant load tests
are summarized in Table XXXVI; the creep data for Tedl_r are shown in
Figure 17. The effects of the vacuum-thermal environment on the tensile
properties of the plastic materials are presented in Table XXXVII. In- !
cluded in Tables XXXVI and XXXVII are results of the long-term exposure
of polyphenylene oxide (condition J, Table XXVII).
I _ % -,
I I
t - , ........... . ... _ i ,'1
B. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: ELASTOMERIC MATERIALS _
The behavior of elastomeric materials in the vacuum-thermal en-
vironment was investigated with in situ continuous and intermittent stress
relaxation tests and with constant strain rate tests of specimens which
had been stored in the vacuum-thermal environment. Examination of the
results of both tests provides a relatively complete picture of the
suitability of the materials for use in space.
The results of continuous and intermittent stress relaxation test_
can be interpreted to yield information concerning the relatlve rates of
aggregatlve and dlsaggregative reactions occurring during exposure of
rubbery materials to a stringent environment_ Aggregation includes all
those reactions which have the effect of cross-linking or chain lengthen-
ing; disaggregation includes chain-scission or cleavage. The decay of
-- stress occurring in elastomeric materials maintained at constant exten-
sion is a direct measure of the sctssJo_ reactions, since,cross-linking
generally does not affect the stres_ _n 3 co_tlnuously stretched specimen,
., The net effect of the cross-llnklng _ud :',.._,_ionreactions is measured
by allowing the rubber to remain unstret,./_eJ and testing its strength
at intervals, as in the intermittent test.
In the intermittent tes_, if the cross-linklng reactions proceed
more rapidly than sclsslon, intermittently measured values of stress
increase; conversely_ if cross-llnking is slower than sclssion, stress
decreases. Thus, the ratio ofstress, or force, at time t to the stress
,ira
at time o, f(t)/f(o), in a continuous stress relaxation test, is a measure
of the fraction of original network chains re,naining uncut after time t.
The difference between the stress ratios, f(t)./f(o), measured by the
continuous and intermittent test is a measure of the relative concentra- I -
ition of new network links fo2_ed by aggregation compared to the original
concentration of network chains; the differences computed from the data
of Table XXVIII are shown in Table XXIX.
The intermlttent test yields stress values which can a)so be used
as a measure of modulus change with time. Thus, the last data points
obtained from intermittent tests should be comparable with the changed
53
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values of stress at _ strain of 0.25 obtained from constant strain rate _ I
tests of unstrained rings stored in the vacuum-thermal environment.
Another way of evaluating the data from continuous and inte_littent
test_ is to consider how the elastomer is to be used in the spacecraft. ;_
Results of the continuous test are directly related to an application
of the elastomer in which the material is maintained under a continuous
tensile strain. If the material is normally relaxed or under slight
compression (as in an O-ring application), the intermittent tests, or
constant strain rate tests of the effects of storage on tensile properties,
are more directly applicable.
With the above discussion as preamble, let us examine the relative
?
stabilities of the various elastomers studied. Among the silicone rub-
bers, the results of Tables XXVIII and XXIX indicate that SE-3604 is tbe
most stable, with SE-3613 showing almost equally good behavior. Both of =
L ''
these elastomers demonstrate low rates of stress decay, minimal scission,
and the lowest degree of cross.-linking as shown in Table XXIX. Examina-
tion of the effects of the vacuum-thermal envlron_ent on tensile properties
presented in Table XXX yields the information that SE-3604 is generally
more stable than any of the I0 silicone rubber formulations tested.
Among the Hycar rubbers, the same kind of analysis of test results
yields the following relative ordering of formulation stability:
The relative degree of chaln-scission effected by exposure
to the vacuum-thermal environment, as measured by the
stress decay of the continuous test can be portrvyed as
Hycar-I < Hycar-2, ,-4, -5, -6 << Hycar-3
The relatlve rates of cross-llnklng, as measured by the
difference between continuous and intermittent test re-
suits, can be shown as
Hycar-1, -6, < Hycar-3, -4, _ Hycar-5 _ Hycar-2 !
84
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The results of Constant strain rate tests (Table XXXI), particularly the
effects of the vacuum-thermal environment on strain at rupture and on
modulus, illustrate the superior stability of Hycars-5 and -6 and the
inferior characteristics cf Hycars-2, -3, and -4. If the application
is utilization under no load conditions, Hycars-3 and -6 appear to be ,
most suitsble; if the materials are to be used under conditions of con-
tinuous strain, Hycars-1 and -6 are the most suitable. Hycar-6 appears
to be the formulation least affected by the vacuum-thermal environment.
Similar considerations yield the information that EX-1090 is the
most stable of the butyl rubbers. For no load applicat±on as well as
for use under constant strain, EX--1090 is superior to both EX-1091 and
EX-1092.
All the Viton rubbers stored during this period appear to be rea-
sonably stabler On the basis of constant strain rate test results only,
the following represents a possible relative order of stability;
,j
Viton AHV > Viton B >:Yiton A _
Comparisons among elastomeric famil£es, based on very general con-
siderations, yields the following possible ordering of resistance to
degradation in the vacuum-thermal environment:
silicones > Vitons > butyls > Hycars
The above ordering of elastomerlc stability is further illustrated
-- by the results of _he long-term tests reported in Tables XXXIV and XXXV.
The effects of exposure to the vacuum-thermal envirop.ment for a period
of 6550 hours (approxlmately 9 months) on modulus and strain at rupture
were remarkably small for SE-3604, reasonable for Viton B (990), and i
excessive for-Hycar-l.
Additional r_sults of the long-term tests are shov,n in Table XXXIII.
It is interesting to note that except for Hycar-1, no specimens ruptured
during the test period. Even in the case of Hycar-l, except for one :
"accident," ruptures were in the nature of "infant mortality." Perhaps _i_''_
the most interesting results of these long-term tests were the tensile
55 _/_k
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properties of rings whlch had been stored for the entire period at
various levels of strain. Although in almost all cases the rings remained
fully deformed upon removal from the test apparatus, values of stress at ,'.
rupture and extenslbility were quite comparable to those of specimens
stored unstrained. This illustrates that unless permanent deforma£ion
is disabling, the influence of the vactaL_-th_t_al environment on the
_m
general mechanical strength of rubbers is essentially independent of the
applied load or strain in use.
C. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS: PLASTIC MATERIALS
All the plastic materials studied during this program were found
t_ be reasonably stable to the vacuum-thermal environment. Prior to
each constant load test, dumbbell specimens were tested in air at 125°C
to determine the maximum load the material was most likely to support
for the entire lO00-hour test. In most cases, loads greater than those
used would have resulted _n failure during the test period. Thus, from
Table XXXVI, one can see that Kapton ham by far the greatest strength at
125°C, with polyphenylene oxide and Mylar fllms being next strongest.
Although Lexan has good properties at lower temperatures, 125°C is
apparently the upper limit; brief excursions above 125°C during the time
of the test caused large deformations. Creep was almost negligible for
all the materials tested except Tedlar, which exhibited considerable
deformation during the 1000-hour test. Polyphenylene oxide appeared to
be particularly resistant to the space env)ronment, although there was
i
some Indlcat_on during the constant strain rate tests of exposed specimens, !
that what appeared to be a form of delamina_ion was occurring at rupture.
The results of constant st_aln rate tests of control and exposed
specimens (Table XXXVII) also provide an indication of s_rvlceabillty "_
in the space envirot_ent. Lexan appsared to be relatively unaffected,
except that rupture of the exposed specimens occurred where yield had
been observed 4n the controls. PPO was found to be stable, although
-' specimens stored under load (D _ and J_) exhibited higher moduli pad
smaller rupture strains. The modulus of Mylar increased about 2-fold,
and although rupture properties remained relatively unaffected, yielding
56
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{of the exposed material occurred at a larger stress and smaller stra_,, i
'" The test results of the polysulfone material do not indicate significant i
,. effects of the space environment on properties at 125°C1 however, the i
%
exposed nmterial at room temperature was noticeably more brittle than
the control, _
Kapton was not noticeably affected by the vacuum-thermal environment iand is probably the most stable of all the materials studied. The Tedlars
and Kynar are relatively low modulus materials at 125_C and the l-mll !
specimens tended to buckle and warp; results were somewhat erratic, but i
the materials did not appear to be seriously affected by the vacuum- ii
[
thermal environment. Teflon is a relative:] soft material and is subject |
_: to flow. the changes noted u_on exposure to the vacuum-thermal environ-
meqt (i.e. increased modulus, hi,_heryield stress) were probably due to
,_ loss of low molecular weight material.
o
2
I"
q
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Table XXV
ELASTOMEBIC _,tATESIA!. AND EY,m._'-;:.:E f'C_.'I)ITIL _ IDEN1-'IFV..A.ION
EXt O6I_E
COND11"1ON
MATER_AL POLY._B TYPE MFB..
_ctlve _$$1ve
SE-555 Bed sil-icone GF^% A A
SE-550 silicone (_S -- F
: SE-3004 silicone GF_ A, ff A,H
SE-3'i04 silicone GES -- E
SE-3804 s i ! _cone GES - - E
I SE-3oI3 (24/480) silic.ne GI'kS B B
SE-3713 (24/480) silicone GELS B B
SE-3813 (24/480) silicone GFS D D
SE-4511 (4/400) silicone G_S -- G
SE-5403 (2¢/480) silicone GES - G
Hycar-1 polyacrylic BFG C, I C,II
(520-67-108-i)
Hycar-2 polyacrylic i]fG E D
Hycar-3 polyacrylic BFG C C
Hycar-4 polyacrylic I_'G E E
! Hycar-5 polyacrylic BFG F E
Hycar-6 polyacrylic BFG F E
EX.10901 isobutylene-isoprene _J E D
EX.10911 isobutyle.e-isoprene ENJ G D
I EX.10921 isobutylene-isoprene ENJ G D
Viton A4411A-770 vinylidene fluoride- DUE -- G
(Viton A) hexafluoro propylene
Viton A4411A-777 vinylidene fluoride- DUE -- ] G
(Viton AltV) hexafluoro propylene
Viton A4411A-778 vin_,lidene fluoride- IRIE -- G
(Viton B) hexafluoro propylene
Notes: (I) Postcured 4 hours at 150°C.
(2) Active tests of elsstomers were in sits contin.ou_ and inter-
mittent stress relaxation tests; passive testt consisted of
no-load storage, followed by constant strain rate tests st
250C end 125°C. Active tests in condition H were constant
strain tests st several elcnsstions.
(3) See Table XXVII for detail of exposure conditions.
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Table XXVI
I)I.A:';Ti(; MA'I'EllIAI. AND EXPOSIqlE (X)NI)I'rION II)ENTIFI(;ATION _
-e
EXPO.";t'IIE CONI)ITION ._ •
%IATEI|IAI POI.YgEF{ rYPE .MI'B. -_--"
Art ilt. Passive ._
I.exan filn, (_-mi]) polyearhonate GE(" I| B t "'"
I:P(, fi h, { 3-,,i ; ) I" I ypheny I e,e ox i de (.;1"_(_ I), .I |), .i !
, , ,'- :-. 1" I" _Mylar 5(lOh (5-mill i,,lyotl_ylone .ere|.h.,a,a,c I)l_,1 . '
I)-2300 (5-mi i ) polysul fo.e IUP - F "e
Kapton (2*rai 1 ) ,)olyimide I)IXI F F !_
Tedlar .100EG3ffl1| polyvinyl fluoride lll_l G G j *
Tedlar 200SG4ffFR poiyvzayl flunride DIM F
Te f ! on-FE! _ 200A fluoroeci;v lene-propylene I)I_ - G _ _,_
Kynar (l-rail) polyvinylidene fluoride I_%; - G _
NOTES: (1) Active tests of plastic films were in _iLU constant load tests;
passive tests consisted of no load storage, followed by constant ._
strain rate testa at 125°C. _.
_2) .See Table XXVII for detail of exposure conditions.
l
1 'o
Table XXVII ii
DESCRIPTIONS OF EXPOSURE CONDITIONS I
-
FIRST STAGE,, _.SECOND STAGE i
CONDITI()N Hours aL Ave. Pressure, Hours at Ave. Pressure,
50°C torr ]25°C torr i _"
• 1 i •A 280 4 x 10 .6 1040 3.5 x 10 -6
B 145 5 x 10 -6 [ 910 2 x 10 _¢'
C 215 4 x 10.6 [ 1055 4 x 10-6
D 140 5 x 10-6 lO00 3 x 10-6
E 1O0 4 x 10 -6 1004 2.5 _ l0 -6
F 185 4 x 10 .6 1005 2 x 10 .6
G 145 5 x 10 -6 1005 2 x 10 -6
|| 175 (40°C) <10 -5 6550 0.5 x IO-6
J 100 (45°C) <10- 5 5060 0.5 x 10-6
80 '(45-125°C) {
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Tal)_e XXVlll
IIESUI.TS OF IN ,_I'i'U CON'I'INI1(III_ AND IN1"EI_III"t'ENT TESTS OF VAIHOU,_ EIAS'I'OMERS
1NTEHMITTENT CONTINUOUS
MATERIAL Approx. Time to f(t)/f(o) at Appr,Jx. l'ime to f(t.)/f(o) at
f(t)/f(o) > 1.0. f(t)/f(.) = 0.9.
hours 20 hrs. 500 hrs. hours 20 hrs. 500 hrs.
SE-555 Bed 2 1.06 1.36 4 0.87 0.82
SE-3604 2 l. 04 ]. 21 220 0.92 0.89
SE-3613 3 1.08 1.32 300 O. 95 O.89
SE-3713 3 I .12 1.58 125 9.94 0.86 :
SE-3813 6 ]. 04 I. 38 10 0.89 0.80
llycar-I ] l .16 "_1.65 0.6 0.84 0.80
Ilycar-2 l0 1.03 _-2.2 2 0.80 0.72
llycar-3 3 1.06 l. 38 0.3 0.59 0.48
Ilyca r-4 5 1.03 1.63 1 0.81 0.69
Hycar-5 2 1.20 1.82 0.15 0.79 0.66
Hycar-6 4 1.08 1.52 17 0.9n 0.66
EX-1090 0.5 ] 1.17 1.60 I 0.83 0.76
EX-1091 2 I ].16 1.75 0.3 0.69 0.482 l .20 l. 84 1.2 82 67
I
NOTES: 1. All teats <onduetcd at strains of approxi°astely 0.25
2. Data obtained from best curves drawn through duplicate test results
3. Exposure conditions were as indicated in Tables XXVand XXVI[
Table XXIX
DIFFERENCES BETWEENCONTINUOUS AND INTERMITFENT TEST RESUI.TS
[_(t)/f_o)] x - [_(t)/f(o)] cMATERIAL
20 hrs. 500 hrs.
SE-555 Red 0.19 0.54
SE- 3604 0.12 0.32
SE-3613 0.13 0.43
SE-3713 0.]8 0.72
SE-3813 0.15 0.58
Hycar-1 0.32 0.85
llycar-2 O.23 1.48
Hycar-3 0.47 0.90
llyc ar- 4 0.22 0.94
Hycar-5 0.41 1.16
Hyca r-6 0.18 0.86
EX-1090 0.34 0.84
EX-1091 0.47 1.27
EX-1092 0.38 1.17
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iTable XXX
EFI.'ECI" OF VACUUM-TIIEIIMAI,ENVIRONMENTON i
"FENSI I,E PROPERT1ES OF S l I,l CONE IIIJBIIEIL_ (
MATERIAL HISTORY TESTo_EMP. STRESSoF0.250ATSTRAINnsi STIIESS ATpsiRUPTURE, STRAINtn/in.ATRUPTURE,
SE-3004 Control 25 109 637 I .04 "_
Exposed 25 131 t,_2 !. 04 ,_
Control 125 112 405 9.65
Exposed 125 125 463 0. _8
SE-3704 Control 25 180 595 1.52
Exposed 25 25q 600 0.73 _,
C_ntrol 125 199 .lT5 1.10
Exposed 125 277 515 0.55
SEo3804 Control 25 261 500 1.05 :
Exposed 25 394 6_J0 0.59 !
!
Control 125 260 435 0.66
Exposed 125 383 440 0.42
T
SEo3013 Control 25 87 422 0.88
Exposed* 25 104 358 0.68
Control 125 98 253 0.61
Exposed* 125 116 190 0.¢0
SE-3713 Control 25 165 760 1.06
Exposed" 25 195 643 0.79
Control 125 168 546 0.84
Exposed" 125 201 440 0.58
SEo3813 Control 25 328 935 0.98
Exposed* 25 388 815 0.62
Control 125 334 740 0.72
Exposed* 125 400 840 0.67
SE-555 Control 25 65 825 4.17
Red Exposed 25 84 760 2.86
Control 125 53 310 1_92
Exposed 125 77 311 !..29
SEo556 Control 25 95 1120 4,21
Exposed 25 120 1109 3.30
Co0trol 125 83 705 2.89
Exposed 125 115 655 2.16
SEo4511 Control 25 57 605 2.84
Exposed 25 67 550 2.23
Control 125 65 312 1.43
Exposed 125 76 315 1.22
SE-5403 Control 25 18.5 513 5.35 '
Exposed 25 24 568 4.62
Control 125 16.7 332 4.04
Exposed 125 24 274 2.80
NlOl'ES: (l) All data points are averages of measurements on duplicate specimens. *Indicates
average of tests in tri_eate.
(2) Teats were conducted ac _n extension rate of O.l in/min.
(3) Control apecameaa were stored at normal room conditions for the entire period
from apecimen preparation to final testing.
(4) Exposure conditions were as indicated in Tables XXVand XXVll.
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!Table XXXI
EFFECT OF VACUUM-TIIEKMAL ENVIRONMENT ON
TENSILE PROPERTIES OF XYCAB RUBBERS
STRESS AT STRESS AT STBAIN AT
MATERIAL HISTORY TES'o_EMP"_ STflAIN OF RUPTURE, RUPTURE,0.25, psi psi in/in.
Hycsr-I Control 25 95 I180 1.87
E_posed 25 166 990 1.01
Controt 125 75 385 0.97
Exposed 125 155 404 0.52
Hycar-2 Control 25 99 1225 2.24
Exposed 25 227 810 1.17
Control 125 77 375 0.66
: Exposed 125 226 330 0.35
hycar-3 Control 25 104 1240 1.31 i m
Exposed 25 184 980 0.68
Control 125 108 435 0.72Exposed 125 192 505 0,40 :
Hycar-4 Control 25 121 920 1.25
Exposed 25 243 630 0.49
Control 125 128 365 0.68
i Exposed 125 260 380 0.35
i Hyca:-5 Control 25 41 815 2.12 ]
Exposed 25 60 93_ 2.14
Contro! 125 30 270 1.65
, Exposed 125 45 285 1.15
Hycar-6 Control 25 243 1490 1.24
Exposed 25 348 1590 1.07
i Control 125 162 800 0.95
Exposed 125 232 735 0.70
: *_qF.S: (1) All data points are averages of measurements on duplicate
t specimens.
i (2) Tents Aere conducted at an extension rate of O.l in/min,
(3) Control specimens were stored at normal room conditions
for the entire period from specimen preparation to final
teatinm.
(4) Exposure _onditions wore as indicated i,, Tables XXVand
XXVII.
t
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4Table XXXII "-_,_
EF!"E(TI' ()F VACIrIrM-TIII'3t,MAI. ]'.NVIHONMENT ON "I'ENSII,I': _._
lqlOlll'31'1'll';N Ol" III;TYI, AND VITON ttlillltl';lIS /D
ISTRESS AT STRESS AT S'I'IIAIN ,Yl"MATEBl M, II I STOIIY '1F.(?l'o(tEMP." S'I'IIJ I N O1." IIOI"I'UIIE. IIUPTUIIE,0.25. ps, ps, in/t.. - x
I':X- 1(l'lO (_olll I o] 25 17n 18h() 2.1,l {ll
iEx i,o._ed 2,5 2 lf) 1.(lO l. 32q_.) l. 4(i(:11111l'OJ 125 ] .'52 0 rI':×posed 125 23'2 849 O. 05EX-IO0I Control 25 102 1515 2.78
Ex t,o';ed 25 182 14l 5 1 . 50 -"/dry.
trol 125 77 750 2.43Co,,
Expos ed 125 164 590 O. 98
EX-1092 Control 25 148 I 570 1.68
Ex:.osed 25 264 1125 l).83 !
Control 125 150 700 1.22
Exposed 125 240 575 0.58
i
V, ten A C,ntrol 25 113 2310 3.81
(776) Exposed 25 13t_ 2490 2.78
Control 125 91 433 l. 18
Exposed 125 120 484 0.98 :_
Viton _lV Control 25 [80 1990 3.01
(777) Exposed 25 _ 92 2070 2.62 _!
Control L25 166 561 I .14 I
Exposed 125 1qO 622 [. 10
Viton B Control 25 323 1910 l).89
(778) Exposed 25 370 1980 1.07
Control 125 353 030 0.39
Exposed 125 461 566 O. 30
NOTES: (l) All data points are averages of measuremcnts on duplicate
specimens.
(2) Tests *ere conducted at an extensJor ra_e of 0.1 _n/min.
(3) Control specimens were sto-ed at normal room conditions
for the entire period from specimen preparation to ftna!
_esting.
(4) Expo. ire conditions were as indicated in Tables XXV and XXVll.
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Table XXXII I
SIIMMARYO1" DATA FOR I,ONG-TERM EXPOSIIRE TESTS
APPROX. NO. APPROX. AVE. STRESS EXTENSION
qATERIAL STRAIN, OF RUPTURE TIME, AT RUPTURE, TO RUPTURE,
in,/in. RINGS hrs at 125°C psi in.
SE-3604 0 3 740 1.19
{}.25 4 600 1.20
0,35 4 572 1.19
0.50 4 584 1.21
0.75 4 575 1.23
1.00 4 562 1.21
1.50 4 1 at -160: 500 1.28
1 at -7
1 at 0
Viton B 0 8 1885 3.14
A4411A-990 0.25 4 1940 3.64
0.35 4 1610 3.40
0.50 4 1720 3.90
0.75 4 1600 3.46
1.00 4 1440 3.70 "i
1.50 4 1360 3.23
2.50 4 1625 3.83
3.50 4 2 at -3 1030 3.92 I
Ilycar. l 0 4 923 0.87
0.25 2 1159 1.0]
0.35 2 1170 1.12
0.50 2 1 at about 4900 11}0 1.14
0.75 4 840 1.13
1.00 4 625 0.98
1.50 4 2 between 100-160 738 1.05
1 between 170-185
NOTES: (l) ExposureCondition H, Table XXVII
(2) Average tensile properties of specimens after exposure were
obtained st a test temperature of 25°C, and an extension
rate of 0.1 in/min,
" °,
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Tal, le XXXiV "_%
EFFECT OF VACU[IM-TIII_RMALENVIItONMENT _
JON TENSII,E I_IIOPEI_TIES OF VARIOUS I':I,AST()MEJ_S:1000 and 6500-hour T_st Result, s
TEST STRESS AT STRESS AT b'I'RAIN AT -.
EXPOSURE TEMP. STRAIN OI" HUPTURE, RUPTURE, ._
MATERIAL TIME, HRS. oC 0.25, ps_ psi in/in. _"
SE-3604 Control 25 109 637 1.04
:_ 1040 25 131 662 1.04
--_ 6550 25 170 740 0.97
: Control 125 112 405 0.65 :_
1040 125 125 403 0.68
6550 125 189 505 0.56
/
, ||year-1 Cone ro I 25 95 1180 1.87
1655 25 166 990 1.01
6550 25 279 923 0.71
t
Contro I 125 75 385 0.97
1055 125 155 40_ 0,52
6550 125 35_ 540 0,30
VitonB Cont_ I 25 127 1495 4.65
A4411A- 820 25 130 1940 4.85
990 6550* 25 142 1885 2.60 i
t
Control 125 79 338 2.10
820 125 102 402 1.04
6550* 125 155 577 1.18
! NOTES: (1) All data points are averages o_ measurements on duplicate
specimens. * indicates averages of tests in quadruplicate.
(2) Tests were conducted st an extensio_ rate of 0.1 in/min.
(3) Control specimens were stored at normal room conditions for
the entire period from specimen preparation to final testing.
(4) Exposure conditions were as indicated in Tables XXVand XXVII.
_5
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tTable XXXV
EFFECT OF VACUUM-TtlERMAL ENVIRONMENT ON
TENSILE PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS EI,ASTOMERS:
1000 and 6500-hour Test Results
PERCENTAGE INCREASE OVFtl CONTROL VALUES
EXPOSURE TEST .....
MATERIAl. TIME, TEMP, Stress at
HOURS °C Strain of Stress at Strain at
0.25 Rupture Rupture
SE-3604 1040 25 20 4 0
6550 25 55 16 -7
1040 125 12 14 56550 125 69 25 -14
Itycar-1 1055 25 75 -16 -46
6550 25 194 -22 -62
1055 125 107 5 -40
6550 125 380 40 -69
Virus B 820 55 2 30 4
A4411A- 6550 25 12 26 -44
990 820 125 30 19 -22
6550 125 96 71 -44
NO]'E: Percentage values represent comparlsons of
data from Table XXXIV.
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Tahle XXXVI ... "J"" " 1 _
RESIJI,TS OF CONSTANT '..OAI) ,'EST.S"
OF VARIOUS PI,ASTIC MATERIAI.S
EXPOSURE !
CONBIT IONS
MA'r[:,RI _L .t Ta t)I e LOAD CONDIT ION liESULTS
I,v,t i !Ah_tAt
_,: I,exan, 5 rnil B 4 specimens at 600 psi erratic results; brief excursions
' to 128-130°C caused step defor-
mations of up to 30%,
PPO, 5 mil D 4 specimens at 2000 psi one specimen ruptured at 500 hours,
_ one at 850 hours; deformation less
_' than 1% for whole test
J 4 specimens at 2000 psi one specimen ruptured at about
4,000 hours; deforraation less
than 1%
2 speclmehs at 1750 psi One speczmen (1750) rupLured at
'_ 2 specimens at 1500 psi about 1540 hours; deformation less
_" than 1%
Mylar , 5 rail E 2 specimens at 2000 psi all defmmation occurred within ,
2 specimens at 1500 psi first 100 hours; average ¢ at
': 2000 psi was 5,q, average e at
1500 psi was 3%
V.' Kapton, 2 mil F 2 specimens at 10,000 psi initial deformation of about i% t
2 specimens at 7500 psi within first 4 hours for all
_pecimens; no further deformation
Tedlar, 1 mil G 2 specimens at 1750 psi con¢;4erable deformation during
2 specxmens at 1600 psi ent_;._ iest, up to 5(FA (Fig. 17);
no specimens ruptured
•_ NOTE: Loads were applied _hortly after environmental temperatureswere raised to 125°C,
: 67 ....
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tTable XXXVll
EFFECT OF VA(:I;UM-TIIEHMAI. ENVIHONMENT (_ "I'ENSII.E
PBOPEBTIES OF VARIOUS PI.ASTIC _£_'I'EXIAI_
!
I YIELD RUPTUREEXPOSURE
MATERIAL CONDITIONS, MODULUS, Stress, Strain, Stress, Straln,
Table XXVll psi
psl in/In, p_1 in/in.
l*xan C_ntrol 50,000 3,560 0.08 2,860 0. St
5 mil B "_52,000 .... 3,8n0 0.14
P_lyphenylene-oxide Control 105,_00 .... 6,560 0.075
F PO) D _95,000 .... 5,075 0.063
5 mil J 95,000 .... 7,0t0 0.077
D" "-'i40,000 .... 5,610 0.041
J" 135,000 .... 5,200 0.038
_lar, Type 500A, Control 33,000 2,900 0.09 12,300 1.74
5 ¢il E 72,000 4,240 0.059 10,700 1.82
Polys.,lfone0 P-2300 Control 82,000 .... 4,940 0.085
__ 5 mil E 103,000 .... 5,640 0.081
Kapton, 200X_1667, Contsol 92,800 .... 12,800 0.20
2 mil F 112,000 .... 11,800 0.!7
Tedlar, 200SG40TR, Control 2,900 .... 4,080 3.2
2 m_l F 8,700 .... 3,720 2.7
Tedlar0 s I0OBG301R C_ntrol 5,850 1,550 ;.z_ 5,790 i.3
I mil G 6,900 2,150 0.45 4,500 2.2
Teflon FEPs Control 1,800 390 0.22 830 3.0
Type A. 20 mil G 2,860 540 0.19 840 2.8
Kynar, s 1 mil Control 7,000 940 0.18 2,900 10.7
G 6,800 1,040 0.22 2,400 5.7
NOTEs: (l) All tests mere conducted st s crosshead rate of 0.02 in/min, and at a temperature r
of 125°C. Superscript Ns" indicates resultc of tests conducted at 0.1 in/min. IF
(2) Teat 3peciment were duibbell shapes; 0.125 inch width, 0.8 inch teat length,
thickness indicated. Strains were calculated on the basis of an 0.8 inch
effective gage length.
(3) Data reprenent the averages of four tests with the following exceptions:
Leash-control, PPO;exposed D,J, and J', 2 tests;
rupture data for Mylar, 1 test
Tedlsr 100BG30TB-control and exposed, 3 tests;
Kynnr-control snd-exposedo 3 teat_ for yield values, single test for
rupture values.
(4) Leman exhibited distinct ,ie|d point. All othe_ yield values were obtained
at the intersection of the modulus line with the tangent to the yielding
Curve.
(5) Tests of PPO indicated as D" and J" were performed on specimens which had
been n_der a 2000 psi load for the entire period of exposure to vacuum
st 125°C.
(6) Results of tests on exposed specimens of Tedlar 160_3OTn and Kynar were
erratic, presumably due to distortion of l mil auecimens.
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RESULTS FOR HYCAR-2 IN VACUUM AT 125°C
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IV. COMPREHENSIVE POLYMER TEST PROGRAM
The paucity of reliable data on the combined effect of spacecraft
decontamination procedures and a thermal-vacu_n environment on the
physical and mechanical prope='ties of polymeric spacecraft hardware _ __
mate:'ials prompted JPL Cognizant Engineers to initiate a comprehensive i
_est program Lo provide parameters for selecting suitable materials
for use in spacecrafts. Typical data required are: power factor,
dielectric constant, dimensional change, hardness, elongation, etc.
'_ The results of tests from decontamination cycles alone are not
sufficient to qualify a polymer for spacecraft use, for they must be
followed by tests in vacuo (or after irradiation). _ As a result, the
comprehensive polymer test program includes the determination of the
. change_ in pertinent properties of polymeric materials subsequent to
' a decontamination treatment, a thermal-vacuum exposure, and a de-
contamination treatment followed by a thermal-vacuum exposure.
A. APPARATUS
Design drawings and mechanical description of the multi-cell
apparatus which contains individual compartments for each polymeric
, sample are given in Part II of this report: "Test Equipment." The
design of the unit permits the pumping system to be valved-off for
the decontamination cycles, and activated for the thermal-vacuum
\ exposure.
B. OPERATION PROCEDURE,
(1) Each sample material is propared in suitable sizes and
shapes according _o the tests to be performed. Where possible,
a single specimen is used for more than one test (e.g., weight-
@ Drummond_ D., and Magistrale, V., Jet Propulsion Zmboratory, JPL
SpRcecra_t Sterilir_t£on Technology Program t T. R. No. 32-853,
Dec. 31_ 1965.
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loss and dimensional change). The test specimens are either
. suspended in the sample cell (see Figure IS) or laid flat on a
wide-mesh screen. It is to be noted that only one polymeric
produc_ is contained in each cell.
(2) The sample cells are sealed in place in the oven chamber
which is brought to 50°C within one hour. The cells are then
-3
evacuated to about i0 torr and water vapor at 500C is intro-
duced through heated valving systems to provide a relative
humidity of about 50%. The decontaminatlng agent (12:88 ethylene
oxide: Freon-12, Matheson Company) is passed through a heat ex-
changer which brings it to 50°C and into the sample cells to
provide an atmosphere of 455 mg/liter ETO.
After a 28-hr period of 50°C in the humidified ETO atmosphere,
the system is cooled to room temperature within one hour. During
this period, the cells are evacuated for i0 minutes and vented to
the atmosphere; evacuation and venting is repeated twice more to
". ensure complete flushing.
Six S0-hr cycles, as described above, complete the decontamina-
tion treatment.
(3) Samples to be tested only for the effects of the decontami-
nation treatment are withdrawn, and fresh samples are put in
their place for tests of the effects of the thermal-vacuum
exposure only. Other sample¢ are left in place for final tests
of the effects o_ the decontamination tre&tment followed by a
thermal-vacuum treatment.
(4) The cells are then evacuated to 10-6tort while the oven
temperatures are raised to 135°C. The samples are maintained in
this thermal-vacuum environment for 500 hours. At the end of
this period, the ovens are cooled to room _emperature and the
cells are vented to the atmosphere. The samples are all removed
for final testing,
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C. _EST PROCEDURES
Dunlicate samples of i" X 6" were used for dimensional change, _-
change _n weight, and change in hardness.
(I) Dimensional change
The distance between bench marks on samples was measured _
to within lq).001 inch with vernier calipers with an
accuracy considered to be i-0.001 inch. The bench marks _
were located from 5.0-5.5 inches apart. The change in
length is expressed as per cent of initial length.
(2) Change in weight
Samples were weighed either on an analytical balance or a
micro-balance as required by the initial weight of the
sample. The change in weight is expressed as percent of %
initial weight.
(3) Hardness
The hardness of structural materials was measured with a
Wilson "Rockwell" Hardness Tester according to ASTM
D785-6E, using a 0.500-in. ball with a 60-kg load. !
The hardness of seal and gasket materials was measured
with a Shore Durometer Type A-2 according to ASTM _
D2240-64T, using a 1-kg weight; readings are made within
one second after application of the load.
An average of 5 determinations was made for each sample. _
Results are reported as Rockwell or Shore numbers.
(4) Tensile and Elongation
The tensile and elongation measurements were made at about
70°F using an Instren Model TTCLM-6.
Duplicate test specimens of film and sheet materials were
cut with an ASTM die D: the speed of testing was 1.00 in/min. ,,_
Test specimens of structural materials were prepared and
tested according to ASTM D638-64T. Duplicate type III
test specimens were machined for each sample; the speed of
testing was 0.05 in/min.
A modified method, employing a scaled-down die, was used
for testing the seal and gasket materials in order to
ensure sufficiency of specimens for the entire test
program. The test specimens had a gage length of 1.000 inch
and a width of 0.125 inch. Triplicate determinations were
made on each sample at a testing speed of 1.00 in/min.
Duplicate specimens of tie cord (lacing tape) materlals were
tested according to ASTM D638-64T at a testing speed of
1.00 ±n/mln.
m
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NOTE: Tensile and elongation data obtained for a number
i of materials had to be invalidated since the
operate1" failed to employ the same speed of
testing for control and test specimens.
(5) Dielectric Constant and Dissipation Factor
Dielectric constant and dissipation factor measurements were
made according to ASTM DIS0-64T. The test equipment con-
sisted of a General Radio R-F bridge Type 916A, a Hewlett-
Packard signal generator Model 606A, and a Hallierafter
SX71 radio-receiver in conjunction with a General Radio
tuned amplifier and null detector Type 1232A.
Dielectric specimens 1.000 inch in diameter were machined
from the strvctural materials. The measurements performed
on these samples were made using a micrometer electrode
system (General Radio "Dielectric Sample Holder," Type
1690A).
The dielectric specimens of film and sheet materials were
i
die-cut at 1.000 inch in diameter. The electrodes were
made from al_mlnum foil 0.7 mil thick by 0.950 inch in
diameter. Silicone oil was used to increase the contact
between the foil and the test specimen. The specimen and
electrodes were then placed between a stiff wire connector
for two-termlnal measurement as shown in Figure 19.
It is to be noted that the majority of the samples tested
were of a thickness of 2 mils or less; since the silicone
oil was in series with the test specimen, it could cause
the measured dielectric constant to be too low and the
dissipation factor to be too high, which seems apparent.
With this ill mind, the data for film and sheet materials
should be examined only from the point of view of compar-
ison between control and test specimens and act as an
absolute measurement of either dielectric constant or
dissipation factor.
D. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The polymeric products which were examined during the first
comprehensive test program are described in Table XXXVIII. Test
data are reported in Tables XXXIX to L as per cent values for changes
in weight, dimensions, and hardness; values for both control and test
specimens are reported for tensile, elongation, and electrical prop-
erties. The Tables are arranged in a sequence to permit review of the
effects o_ the various treatments _cr ea'_ class of materials
according to potential spacecraft appllc-tlons.
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!Hardware and structural material_. - Data obtained after the three
treatments of hardware and structural materials (Tables XXXIX, XL, and
XLI) indicate negligible changes for dielectric constant, dissipation
factor, and hardness. Tensile data were invalidated for the thermal-
vacuum and combined decontamination/thermal-vacuum treatments; after
i
decoI_tamination cycles only, tensile changed <10%. Dimensional
chat_ges were negligible after all treatments, except for Delrin
IOONCIO. Sample weights increased after ETO-Freon treatment, as
expected, and decreased after thermal-vacuum _reatment; the results
of the combined exposure indicate that some substances adsorbed
during the decontamination treatment were not able to be pumped away
in a subsequent the1_al-vacuum exposure. However, except for Delrin
: IOONClO, all weight losses after the thermal-vacuum exposure are
acceptable and in agreement with polymer screening aata.
' Seal and gasket _mterial_. - The effects of any of the three treat-
ments on seal and gasket materials (Tables XLII, XL[II, XLIV) were
virtually aonexistent for dimensions, and <2% for hardness. In
! general, tensile and elongation changes were within the range of
! _:20_, wi_h the greater changes incurred during the thermal-vacuum
exposures, Sample weights increased after ETO-Freon cycles, and
decreased afteu thermal-vacuum cycles in good agreement with _'
micro-VCM screening data.
Films and Sheets. - Gross changes in dimensions, as shown in Tables XLVI
i and XLVII, are exhibited by several of the film and sheet materials after
:, thermal-vacuum and decontamination/thermal-vacuum exposures. Weight
\
changes are in agreement with polymer screening data except, of course,
for the gsin in weights incurred durin_ decontamination cycles
(Table XLV). Unfortunately, a great number of tensile and elongation
tests hav3 been invalidated; however, the remaining valid data
indicate possible changes of 3-30% after the thermal-vacuum cycles.
Data for dielectric constant and dissipation factor indicate
essentially no change after any of the treatments.
i
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Tie cord_'lacin_ tapes. - As shown by the data for two samples of tie
cords in Tables XLVIII, XLIX, and L, no changes except weight increase
are effected by thermal-vacut_n treatment. The data for the effects of
thermal-vacuum, and aecontamination/thermal-vacuum are quite cimilar,
and indicate that the fluorocarbon tie cord is distinctly superio" to
the polyester tie cord.
{
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Table XXXVII!
-- POI.YMEHICPBODI:('TS EXAMINEI) I_ "FilE -"
CO._iPRI_IENSIVE "rEST PROGRAM _z
--z _IATERIAL LSEI [ POLYMEB-Typ2 _IFII.3 TBEATMEN'7 -_r i
lhlrin 100NCI0 IIS ac_tal U{_ Postcured I hr/150°C
!Lbryl |1-17511 IIS dlphenyl oxide WE_! Postcured I hr/150°CVicarta 11-2497 115 epoxy-glass _L_I Postcured I hr/150°C
_licarta 11-5834 IIS phenolic-glass _l Postcnred I hr/lSO°C
Micarta _ " _ -.
.0:,)1-_ IIS silicone-glass itS3! Postcured I hr."ISO°C -_
Kapton 200_1667 FS polyimide Di;.,| As received
Kyaar 20q F'" polvvinylidene PCC .As received
fluoride
._k:lar Type .100T FS polyester I_Y As received
.: ._,b'lar "[ype 200A FS polyester Ul_ AS received
... P-2300 FS polysul fone i'4_ As received -
_- PPO 681-111 FS polyphenylene oxide CEC /:s received
'_ 'lei'l_n FEP 500A FS fluoroethy!ene- _ AS received
"_" propylene
Tedlar IOOBG3OTB FS polyvinyl fluoride DUP As received
_: Tedlar 20('BG3OMI FS polyvinyl fluoride UUP As received
.,_ (filled)
-_ llycar 520-67- I08- I SG acrylic BFG As received
: SE- 3604 SG silicone GES As received
SE-361_ (24/480) SG silicone GES As received
" SE-3713 (24/480) SG silicone GES /_s received
SE-3813 (24/480) SG silicone GES As received
Viton A4411A-990 SG, vinyliJene fluoride- AICq As received
._ hexafluoropropylene
e_,_ Gud_-Space 181396 TC polyester GBE Postcured 1 hr/150°C
:_ Temp-lace 256ll TC fluorocarbon GflE Postcured 1 hr/lS0°C
!
ILS, hardware and structural; FS, films and sheets: SG, seals and gaskets;
" TC, tie cordr/Iscing tapes.
2 See Appendix A.
3 See AppendixB.
ii
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!Table Xl,ll
. EFFEt;I_ OF I)EC()NTAMINATION (,Y(:I.ES _N SEAl. AND GASKET MA'FEBIAI.S
(Six cycles of E'rO-F'reow for 30 houls at 300(:)
1
SHORE ELONGATION AT
DIMENblONAL WEIG!!T HARDNESS TENSILE, psi BREAK, _
MATERIAL CII_NGE, _ CIIANGE, 'i , ,
": Concro! Test Control [ Te_t Control ] Test
IIlycar 520-67-108-1 n.r. +0.:)4 86.3 85.4 1,800 1,910 128 128
SE-3604 _.c. +9.03 77.4 77.4 849 ' 804 142 127
bE-36_3(24/480) n.c. +0.14 70.6 79.5 1,020 891 212 150
SE-3713(2,I/480) n.c. +0,i7 77.9 81.4 L,0q0 1,128] 126 131
SE-3813(24/480) n.c. +0.50 87.4 87.6 1,074 1,123i 79 92
t Viton A,1411A-990 +0.47 +1.47 85.4 84.6 2,030 2,080] 358 417
Table XLIII
EFFECTS OF THERMAL-VACUUM ENVIRONMENT ON SEAL AND GASKET MATEBIAKS(500 hr at 135°C and 10 -6 torr)
I l [ELONGATiONAT
SHORE TENSILE. ps_ I BREAK,MATERIAL DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT HARDNESS
CHANGE, % CHANGE, % I
• Control Test Control[ Test [Control Test
Hycar 520o67-108-1 ..c. -1.06 86.3 89.1 1,860 ] 2,140 128 88
SE-360_ n._. -0.18 77.4 78.4 849 [ 917 142 105
I
SE-3613(24/480) n.c. -0.13 70.6 70.7 1,020 I 977 212 122
SE-3713(24/480) a.c. -0.25 77.9 77.9 1,090 [ 1,176 !26 117
SE-3813(24/480) n.c. -0.33 87.4 88.2 1,074 [ 1,230 79 80I -Viton A4411A-990 n.c. -0.54 85.4 86.7 2,030 I 2,220 358 273!
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Table XLIV
EFFECTS OF DECONTAMINATION CYCLES PLUS THERMAL-VACUUM
EXPOSURE ON SEAl. AND GASKET MATERIALS
I [ELONGATION AT
SHOBE TENSILE, psx ]DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT HABDNESS BBEAK,
MATEBIAL CItANGE_ % CHANGE. % •
I
Control Test C_ntrol T"st Control Test
Hycar 520-67-108-1 n.c. -1.44 86.3 90.8 1,860 2,120 128 85
SE-3604 n.c. -0.22 77.4 77.6 849 1_070 142 125
SE-3613(24/480) n.c. -0.04 70.6 70.1 1,020 930 212 110
-0.20 77.9 79.4 I 1,990 1,103 126 312SE-3713(24/480) II,C. q
SE-3813(24/¢80) n.c. -0.21 87.4 89.0 1,074 1,220 79 78
Viton A4411A-990 n.c. +0.]4 85.4 87.6 2,030 2,420 358 347
m
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!Table XI.VI 1 1
EFFEt;'I'S OF IIECO_TAMIN,vrlo_ CYCI,E.% ON TIE CORDb'I,A('ING TAPES
{() cycles uf 31) hr at 50°C with ETO-Freon 12)
ELONGATION
DIME._SIONAI, WEIGHT TEtlSII,E. ps_ AT HHEAK, %
MATERIAl. CHANGE. _ CHA._GE, _
Cohtrol Test Control Test
(_de-Space _81_(_ a,c. 1 `´x 42,0l!042.900 29 32
Temp-Lace 25()11 n.c. *(I. 52 14.900 15.10U 32 40 ]
l t
Table XLIX
I EFFECTS OF TIIERMAL- VACUUM ENVIRONMENT ON TIE COBDS/I,ACING "rAPES
(500 hr at 135_C and 10 -6 torr)
ELONGATION
MAIFRIAL DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT TENSILE, psi A_" BHEAK.
CHANGE. • CIIANGE,
Control Test Control TeLt
Gude-Space 18D96 ] -0.23 -0.45 42.000 30.550 29 19
Temp-Lace 25611 ] -0.61 -0.49 14. 900 14. o50 32 28
Tabl e L
EFFECTS OF DECONTAMINATION CYCLE PLUS THEHMAL-VACUUM
. ENVIRONMENT ON TIE CORDS/LACING _APES
ELONGATION
MATERIAL DIMENSIONAL WEIGHT TENSILF psi AT BREAK,
CHANGE, % CHANGd, _ .....
Control Teat ConLroi Teat
Gude-Space 171)96 -0.22 -0.43 42,000 29,400 29 20
Temp-Lace 256H -1.35 -'0.54 14,900 14,300 32 30
93
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FIG. ]3 VIEW OF MULTIPLE-CELL TEST UNIT SHOWING THE LOCATION
OF SAMPLES IN THE TEST CELLS
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FIG. 19 STIFF WIRE CONNECTOR FOR TWO-TERMINAL MEASUREMENTS
OF DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS
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V. STANDARDIZED % .RMAL-VACUUM
WEIGHT-LOSS DETERMINATIONS
4
Vacuum-welght-loss determlnat£ons have been carried out for a number
of materials in accordance with the procedure (TM-5046-8) and utilizing
the equipment described In Interim Report No. 2 under this Contract.
J
The equipment and procedure were designed to provide a standardized
method for the dete_Jnatlon Of the weight-!oss of polymeric materials
exposed to a thermal-vacuum environment of ]25°C and 10-6 torr, which
would serve as standards for materials s.oeclfic_tions.
Welght-loss determinations and limits were re_.rted for many poly-
meric materials In Interim Report No. 2; the results reported here in
Tables LI to LVI were obtained during the period March-May 1966; since
that _ime, the equipment has been stored for future use or for transport
to JPL because of other commitments for the.vacuum system. -_
_ The schematic drawing of a standardized vacuum-welght-loss apparatus
and a photograph of the vacuum assembly of the apparatuses are given in
Figures 20 and 21.
Polyvtnyl fluoride_
The results of determinations for two polyvtnyl fluoride films,
" i' Tedlar 200BG30WH and Tedlar 100BG30TR, candidates for structural and
Insulatlon applicatlons in spacecrafts, are given in Table LI. As pro-
iduced by E. I. du Pont and de Nemours Company, Tedlar 100BG30_R is a\ "pure" transparent film and Tedlar 200BG30WH is a filled material;
materials were used as received. Welght-loss results for the filled
material are somewhat higher than for the unfilled, but both are within
the lower limits for suitable polymeric materials. I_ is interesting
to note, however, that both materials are subject to thermal-forming,
i.e., flat films rollud for insertion in the sample chambers tended to
maintain the roll curvature after removal from the thermal-vacuum
environment.
97
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Polyfluorocarbons
[
Although many creditable publications have referred to the superior
thermal-vacuum weight-loss characteristics of polyfluorocarbons, it was
nevertheless considered appropriate to determine the values for at least
two representative materials in order to complement the systematic sur-
vey being undertaken for candidate spacecraft materials.
The data given in Table LII for Teflon TFE and FEP (du Pont) clearly
confirm the superiority of these materials, as far as weight-loss cri-
teria is concerned; materials were used as received. Correlative work
has shown that the weight-loss (and VCM) of £eflon FEP is real and Is
attributable to a small quantity of plasticizer and/or processing oil
(see Section II).
Mtcartas
Two hardware and structural Micarta materials produced by the
Westinghouse Electrlc Corporation were shown to be suitable candidates
for spacecraft use by weight-loss criteria. These were: Micarta H-5834,
a phenolic-glass fiber laminate and Micarta 20201-2, a silicone resin-
glass fiber laminate. The data reported in Table L are for the materials
used as-received.
Polyphenylene oxide
Excellent weight-loss results _,ere obtained for polyphenylene oxide
films produced by the General Electric Company. As shown in Table LIV,
little difforertce is indicated in the weight-loss incurred by
PPO 681-111, a clear film annealed 1/2 hour at 180°C and PPO 531-801,
an opaque film used as received, except that the PPO (clear) weight-loss
has no_ leveled off as well as the PPO (opaque). _r
Vtnylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropylene
t Viton A4411A-990, e seal and gasket material produced by
E. I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, has been subjected to every evalu_-
--I
tion encompassed by this program. By this time, it would have been
disappointing if the standardized weight-loss results, summarized in
! t:
2;
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!Table LV, did not agree with all former good data. The sample material
i was used as received.
Polyacrvllc
Weight-_oss data are reported in Table LVI for another elastomer,
Hycar 520-67-108-1 produced by the B. F. Goodrich Company. The weight-
loss value is in good agreement with that obtained from mlcro-VCM
determinations.
Discussion
Since this equipment has been stored, the mlcro-VCM apparatus
(Section If) has been in full routine operation and has demonstrated
not only that equivalent welght-loss values can be obtained for samples
of less than 1./10the size in 1/5 the time, but also that additional
information is provided, that is, maximum VCM content.
{
4
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Table L|
"lllERMAI,-VACIIUM WEIGIIT-I,OSS DETERMINATIONS'
POI,YVIN_I, FI,UORIDE FILMS, Du Pont
(125°C and 10 -6 torr}
S.g.WT. I1 WT. LOSS (Ai') ,
MATERIAL TREATMENT (AV),
• 48 hr 96 hr 192 hr
Tedlar 2001_30_!! As received 1.0l [ 0.17
0.99 _[ _,. _.) i
1.00 0.16
Tedlar 100BG3GTR As received 1.06 [ 0.0
1.05 [ 0.09
1o5I ' j o08
Table LII
THERMAL- VACUUM WEIGHT- LOSS DETERMINATIONS:
POLYFLUOROCARBON FILMS, Du Pont
(125°C and 10 -J torr)
S. WT. WT. LOSS (AV), %
MATEBIAL TREATMENT ( AV),
g. 48 hr '96'hr 192 hr
Teflon FEP 500A As received 0.72 0.01
O. 60 O. 03
O. 72 O. 04
Teflon lYE 100A As received 1.14 0.01
1.30 <0.01
: 1.25 <0.01
l
,!
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/Table i,III =?S ,
111ERMAI.-VACUUMWEIGIIT-LOSS DETERMIN,(I'IONS'
MI CARTAS, WESTINGIIOUSE _ -_
(125°C and 10 -6 torr)
S. WT. WT. LOSS (AV),
MATEItAL TREATMENT ( AV),
it. 48 hr 96 hr 1_2 hr 4
-- Phenolic-Glass Fiber As received 1.35 0.38 '
1.36 0.39
1.27 0.4O
Silicone-Gl ass Fiber
Micarta 20201-2 As received 1.70 0.29
1.60 O.28
1.62 0.34 ,_
• _ Ilk.
Table LIV 1L_
1
THERMAL-VACUUMWEIGHT-LOSS DETERMINATIONS:
PPO FILMS, GENERAL ELECTRIC
(125°C and !0 -_ torr)
S. WT. WT. LOSS (AV), _ ;_
MATERIAL TREATMENT (AV),
_ g. 48 hr 96 br 192 hr
,= PPO 681-111 Annealed 1/2 hr
\ (clear) at 180°C 1.10 0,06
1.05 0.1l
1.02 0.22
P_531-801 Aa received 1.30 0.08
opaque )
1.24 0.14
1,17 0.14
101
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Table LV
THERMAL"VACUUMWEIGttT'LOSS DETEB_HNA'I'IONS:
_¢INYLI DENE FI.UORI DE- IIEXAFL[IOROPROPYLENE,
Du Pont
(1266C and 10 -6 torr)
S. WT. WT. LOSS (AV), %
MATER1AL TREATMENT ( AV),
g. 48 hr 96 hr 192 hr
Viton A4411A-990 As received 5.08 0.45
5.20 0.46
5.01 0.53
Table LVI
THERMAL-VACUUMWEIGHT-LOSS DETERMINATIONS:
POLYACBYLIC, GOODRICH
( 25°C and 10:6 torr/
LOSsMATERIAL TREATMENT ......
48 hr 96 hr 192 hr [g. p
Hycar 520-67-I08-1 As received 3.52 1.25
3.54 1.24
L I 3.61 1.33
102
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i _FIG. 20 DESIGN DRAWINGOF VACUUM-WEIGHT-LOSS APPARATUS
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!' FIG. 21 vACUUMsYSTEI_WITH VACUUM-_/EIGHT-LOSSAPPARATUSES' _04
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VI. CHE_IICAL AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERIZ&TION
"- OF POLY%IERIC MATERIALS
This phase of the program has been concerned with the selection
and development of analytical procedures which will be most usefu] for J
the characterization of base polymeric materials and which may be
applied as quality-control measures. Thus, determinations w_re i
reported for typical epoxy adhesives in Interim Report No. 1
(August 1965) and for typical RTV-silicone sealants in Interim
Report No. 2 (March 1966).
During this last period, work has been performed on a_alytica[
/* procedures for polyurethane base materials: available methods for
• typical properties were found to be satisfactory without furthe_
i development.Also characterized was an unique polymeric material, a silver-
filled epoxy solder.
Polyurethgaes
Polyurethanes are especially interesting to spacecraft designers
because of their resistance to high temperatures (coating matezials)
and because they can be produced as foams (structural mat,..rials,
potting compounds). 2%':0in_nediately available and representative
polyurethanes were selected for characterization: (i) Eccocoat IC-2,
, a 2-part coating material a_d (2) __cofosm FPH, a 2-part foamed-in-
place material; both _f the mzte ials are produced by Emerson and
i: Cuming, Inc.
,_ The data for t_'e chemical and physical properties of the twoK
_ materials are summarized in Tables LVII and LVIII; immodiately below
i the tabl_.s are the inirare4, absorbance curves for the base materials
(Figures 22 and 23). The i_ocyanate-group determination was made
"-'S, according to a procedure for its determination in terms of the --
f
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I I
combining weight with di-_-butylamine (so-called amine _quivalent) 1
to form a corresponding urea: -_
The sample _s dissolved in toluene and di-n-butylamine is
added. The _i_ture is then diluted with [sopropanol, and!
titrpted with standard hydrochloric aczd solution.
Hydrolyzable halide _as determined according to ASTM Method ._
Iv _ y!D 1638 for U.ethane Foam Raw M_terials, except that the sample
solution was not diluted with water since this caused immediate _
solid£ficatio" of the reactsnt_:
l
The isocyanates are converted to carbamates by methanol;
any liberated hydrochtoric acid is retained by the
methanol. The hydrochloric acid along with other
chlorides are titrated potentiometrically, using
standard silver nitrate solution,
Determinations for hydroxyl number were made as per AS_Method
The hydroxyl gc_., _s ce_ylated with a solution of acetic
anhydride in pyrz.ine. The excess reagent is decomposed
_ith water, the resultin_ acetic acid is titrated
poten',_c.met_cally with standard sodium hydroxide solution.
The density of the polyurethane pre-polymers was determined by
A2TM _thod D 1875-61T. Filler content was determined by a straight-
forwa£d urocedure using toluene as a solvent for EccocoRt IC-2 and _ --
aeeton_ for Ec_ _oam FPH. Nonvolatile content of the polyurethanes
=" wa_ dote= "'._ed _y AS_ M_thod D 1259-61(b).
'nf_,_d absorbance curves of the materials were prepared by
evaporating solvent solutions of the polyurethanes on optical salt ! __
fla_s and scanning the resulting film from 2-15 microns, o
Th_ amine nitroben content o_ the secondary parts of the
polymer±c materials was determined by a nonaquoous procedure
employing _ttr_tion with perchlorlc acid in _ceclc acid
(Z_-SG46-2, Interim Repnrt No. 2).
*Dombrow, B.A., Po_aret_b_n_e_ss,Reinhold Publishing Corporaclon,
New York, 1965, Appendix A.
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!The diluent recommended for use with Eccocoat IC-2 was readily
identified by mass spectroscopy as ethyl acetate. --
Epoxy-Silver Solder "
The characterization of the epoxy-silver solder is of particular
interest to this program since it is not only a unique and important i
material for spacecraft use, but also because it has been used
successfully for more than 7 months as a conductor in the heated-glass
system of the long-term constant-load apparatus (see '_echanical _
Properties"). Data for several properties of Eccobond Solder 56C
(Emerson and Cuming, Inc.) are summarized in Table gIX and the m
infrared abso_bance curve for the resinous material is given in
Figure 24.
/
Hydrolyzable halide was determined by a method previously
modified at SRI (_-5046-1, Interim Report No. 2), and based on
ASTM D 1726-62T. Epoxy equivalent #as determined by ASTM D 1652-62T,
and filler content was determined by a modified Shell Company method
(TM-5046-3, Interim Report No 2). The infrared absorbance curve wasobtained by evaporating an acetone solution of the resinous material
on an optical salt flat and scanning the resulting film from 2-15
microns.
i'
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Table LVII
CHEMICAl. _ND PHYSICAL PROPEBTIES:
ECCOBOND 56C _EMERSON AND CUMING)
PROPERTY VALUES
1,099 - 1, !09Epo_. equivalent
(g sample/g-equiv, of epoxy)
- Hydrolyzable halide <0.01
Filler content (silver) 79.61 - 79.92 wt-_
Nonvolatile content 99.54 - 99.62 *'t-%
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 . 10 I1 12 13 14 15
WAVemGm
FIG. 22 INFRARED ABSORBANCE CURVE OF ECCOBOND SOLDER 56C
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Table l.VIII
CHEMICAL AND PIIYSICAL PROPERTIES.
+
ECCOCOAT IC-2 (F_£_EBSON AND CUMING)
PROPERTY VALUES
I
Isocyanate content 6.85 - b.88% ,_
Hydroxyl ccntent _.d.
Hydrolyzable halide content <0.005% i
Filler content none
Density at 25°C, g/ml 1.064 - 1.066
Nonvolatile hlaterial content 98.4 - 98.4%
.
PART B
Amine nitrogen content 9.46 - 9.59 wt-%
I I 2 3 4 $ 6 7 II 9 I0 W 12 I:1 14 ISWAVeLI_NGTH
FIG. 23 INFRARED ABSORBANCECURVE OF ECCOCOAT IC-2
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Table LIX
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
ECCOFOAM FPH (EMERSON _ND CUMING)
PROPERTY VALUES _.
J
Isocyanate content 33.01 - 33.96_
Hydroxyl content n.d.
HydroIyzable halide content < 0.095_
Filler content none
Density at 25°C, g/mI !.!39 - 1.139
Nonvolatile material content 48.7 - 50.7_
PART B
Amine nitrogen content 0.1_ - 0.14%
}
l_#:i=l,,,l,l_iT_,l,_l,i,lil_I,l,l,,l[iiil, i,i, I 1 'I
[
i
i
i................_........._ _'-i ...._.....;....;.........__......_'_'-_ ........_........_ ._'
W&VIt_m_TNIKIO_
FIG. 24 INFRARED ABSORBANCE CURVE OF ECCOFOAM FPH
i
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VII. NEW TECHNOLOGY
2
In accordance with the New Technology Clause of Contract No.
950745 under NAS7-100, formal annouucemert is made of the various
technologies which have been developed or advanced at Stanford
Research Institute under JPL/NASA sponsorship during the period
March to November 1966. -
(1) M_CRO-V_ A/_PAP_TUS FOR POLY_RS
Innov[tor: R.F. Muraca
Firs_ used: June 1966
Reports: Interim Report No. 2 (March 1966)
Interim Report No 3 (December 1966)
The macro-V_ apparatus and accompanying vacuum system are
designed to provide information on the deposition and subsequent
removal of volatile condensable u_terial released by all kinds of
polymers exposed to a simulated spacecraft environment.
(2) MULTIPLE-CELLTESTUNITFORPOLYMERS
Innovator: R.F. Muraca
First used: August 1966
Reports: Interim Report No. 3 (December 1966) _ i
(Monthly Roports No. 22, April 1966, and following)
The aultiple-cell test unit is designed to accommodate 30 sample
_ ceils, each of which may contain several configurations of a single
I polymeric product according to the subsequent physic /meclmnical i
' property tests to be performed. The system is so designed that the
materials may be exposed a + atmospheric pressure to dec_ntamination t
_ycles and subsequently exposed, in the same saaple cells, to a
thermal-vacuum environment.
111
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!(3) LONG-TE}_4 STORAGE APPARATUS FOR POLYMERS: CONSTANT LOAD
Innovators: R. F. Muraca with N. Fishman
First used: March 1966
Reports: Interim Report No. 3 (December 1966)
(Monthly Report No. 21, March 1966, and following)
The long-term storage apparatus, including a vacuum system, is
designed specifically for subjecting plastic materials to constant
load during long-term exposure to a simulated spacecraft environment.
Technical discussion of the work performed with these apparatuses
is given in Part I of this report, "Materials Characterization." Com-
plete design drawings and mechanzcal descriptions of the apparatuses
are given in Part II of this report: "Test Equipment Design."
Also included in Part II of this report are complete design
drawings for other apparatuses announced in Interim Report No. 2 as
'_ew Technology" and currently in use.
(I) Micro-VCMApparatus for Polymers
(2) Long-Term Storage Apparatus for Polymers
Under Constant Strain),
It is a pleasure to announce the transfer of one of these
technologies, MICRO-VCM APPARATUS FOR POLYMERS, to NASA centers which
are concerned with the screening and quality-control of polymeric
products. Duplicate units are being fabricated at the Goddard Space
Fllgnt Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory with the SRI design
drawings. The procedure for performing mlcro-VCM determinations is
described In detail in Part I (Appendix C) of thl_ report.
,l
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VIII. PROGRAM REVIEW AND SUMMARY
t
The program at SRI began as Contract No. 950324 in 1962 (con-
tinuing as Contract No. 950745 in 1965) and has had as its objective
the definition of the behavior of polymeric materials in a thermal-
vacuum environment so that test methods coutd be developed to obtain
meaningful data for the selection of materials for usc in spacecrafts
and for providing quality-control parameters.
The very first experiments with polymeric materials in the
thermal-vacuum environment demonstrated tha_ very few of them
decompose at temperatures below about 150°C and that the vo]atile
content of nearly all polymers (in thin sections) can be reduced to
a very low value within a short time in the environment. (The
polymers which decompose or evaporate at a moderate temperature have
never been given serious consideration for use in spacecrafts, e.g.,
polystyrene, polyvinylchloride, polyethylene, etc.) Additional
experiments showed that the loss of weight incurred by polymeric
materials in a thermal-vacuum environment is due primarily to
occluded gases and lo_ molecular-weight _terials; loss of such
nmterial has little effect on mechanical properties. On the other
hand, when mechanical properties are affected by the loss of weight,
it was found that the low-molecular-weight materials had been
deliberately added as plasticizers or they were substances generically
related to the polymer matrix (low-molecular-weight polymers) which
function as plasticizers. _tore importantly, however, it was shown
that many of the components present in the volatile matter released
by a polymer in a thermal-vacuum environment may condense on cool
surfaces and become the cause of malfunctions of lenses, mirrors,
electrical contacts, etc.
Based on the above findings, a sensitive and rapid micro-procedure
was developed for the simultaneous screening of a multiplicity o2
polymeric products. The procedure (micro-VC_) furnishea for each
113
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tpolymer sampl,_ an accurate value of the total weight-loss and the
maximum weight of volatilized material which may condense on a cooler
s,_rface. The values obtained by zne ,nicro-VCM proceJure have been
used as the basis for acceptance or rejection of polymers as suitable
candidates for further study. The reproducibility of the lpicro-VCM
results recommends the procedure for use as a quality-ceatrol measure.
" The accuracy of the total weight-loss values obtained in 24 hours
by the micro-VCI4 procedure (samples of about 0.1 gram) has been
verified by a number of ways:
a) Carefully-controlled determinations of thermal-vacuum weight-
loss were made in a standardized apparatus in which samples
up to 5 grams were treated for as long as 190 hours; _wz-.
b) Weight-loss values were also obtained by a macro-VCM
procedure with _amples up to 10 grams; the results from
a series of runs as long as 330 hours are comparable to "_
to those obtained by the micro-VCM procedure;
c) Weight-loss determinations on tensile specimens which had
been exposed for i000 hours in the thermal-vacuum environ-
ment also Yurnished comparable checks;
d) The accuracy and average reproducibility of the micro-
VCM procedure were of the same order of magnitude
obtainable from weight-loss determinations made with a
thermogravimetric apparatus (Du Pont Model 990, operated at
10.6 torr), f
A prototype macro-VCM unit was developed in response to the need
for information on the rate of deposition of the condensablE, material
released by elastomers in the thermal-vacuum environment and the rate
of evaporation of condensed material from the cooler surface. There
was also need for an apparatus which would accommodate materials such
as sleevings, honeycombs, etc.; the appacatus described in this
report can use samples of nearly any configuration as long as thick-
ness does not exceed 1/16" (to minimize ths e_fects of diffusion rates_
etc.); however, the apparatus can accommodate samples up to 2" in
diameter and 1" in height, and it is anticipat_d that determinations
-_ will be made of the influence of sample thickness (or surface-to-
volume ratios) on the rates of evolution of volatile matter, The
macro-VCM determination pro" ides an important decision criterion in
114
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:ne sel_ction of spscgcraft materials, for it can detect whether the
substapce which i_ responsible for an acceptably-low VC_I value in the
micro-V(_ determination can evaporate from the cooler surface on
which it has condensed.
_°
Mass spectrolaetric identification of the volatile materials
released by polymers has definitely confirmed that polymers are not
decomposing in the thermal-vacuum et,vironment of 125°C and 10-6 torr,
and has led to suggestio:,s for up-grading the polymeric products.
Equipm6D_ was designed to measure the changes in mechanical
properties, ur_ng the exposure of elastomers and plastics to the
thermal-vacuum environment. Properties measured in situ included
continuous and intermittent stress relaxation of elastomers and creep
of plastics. Tensile properties were measured before and after
exposure for both kinds of materials. In general, the materials
examined have shown little change of mechanical properties on
exposure to the thermal-vacuum environment, and these data confirm
the indications by micro-and macro-V(2_ techniques of the suitability
of these materials for spacecraft use. Long-term storage tests (up to
9 months--a flight to Mars) on three elastomers and a plastic also i
confirmed the results obtained from other tests.
I A comprehensive polymer test program was initiated to provide
information on physical and mechanical properties of polymers after
- exposure to ETO-Freon decontamination cycles, a thermal-vacuum
exposure, and a decontamination cycle £ollowed by a thernm.l-vacuum
exposure. A multiple-cell test unit was designed to accommodate all
configurations of specimens as required by the tests to be performed,
for example, dielectric constant_ tensile, compression:, hardness,
dimensional change, etc. As ma_y as 30 polymeric materials, from
adhesives to tie-cords were exa;_Ised. The results of the first run
indicate that mechanical proper_,y data are comparable to those
obtained by the tlme-consuming i_I situ measurements and that weight-
loss data ar¢ comparabl_ to those obtained by other procedures.
Except for an expected increase in weight during the decontamln_tion
115
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cycles, there is little differ'once in the results obtained for
materials which have undergone both decontamination and thermal-
vacuum exposure or those which have been subjected to thermal-vacuum
exposure only. At least one more run will be made; should similar
results be obtained, it will be advantageous to substitute the
multiple-cell test-unit procedure to obtain mechanical property data
and electr[cal constants for the evaluation of polymeric materials.
Data obtained thus far in the performance of this program of wo+k
suggests that candidate polymers be screened by the micro-V(_ technique
and that those which qualify for further consideration be examined by
the multiple-cell test-unit procedure and the macro-V_ procedure so
a_ to obtain the data which establisLes their suitability for use in
spacecrafts. Further work with mechanical-property testing in situ
should not be considered. Work on preparation of quality assurance
procedures should be continued.
+
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Appendix A -_ ,
CANDIDATE POI,YMEI{IC _ATERIALS _X)R SiACECRAFT APPLICATIONS _
Name Typical Structure fSpacecraft Applications _
°[,t°O C-O C-CH 3 Hardware and structuraIAcetal Ctt 3- C- ,,,Wire ename!s ._
h "_
t,--C
Acrv!ic I I Seals and gaskets
H //C\ Sleeving
[ o OCH3I
II I! I [
I C C-O -C-C - C-O Protective coat).ngs
Alkyd [ _-_ I I Thermal Coa_il._sH OH .,;.
• 11 .i
Hardware and structural
\HI 5 Tie cord/lacing tape
4
,, _
Butyl C - C--C-C = C-C Seals and gaskcts _ __
• [ [ I
CH3 H H H
r° i
Carbon_ O- - --O-C Hardware and structural _ _
L ° !
o o
I I I II /=_ U f i I
Diallylphthalate C- C- C- O-C- - C- O-- _ C- ( llaPdwa_'e and structuralI I I I '
H H H H H _[J
n
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Appendix A (Continued)
_ -/-: ..Name > Typical =Structure . ="- Spacecraft Applications [_
H-C.--_-c-- - }
I 5 /_. / I : i --"
.... 0-; H "t
i. H3 __ H H II_ - Circuit boards -
l I l i Foams
i -': --C- --O-_C-C--C "- Hardware and struc_tural = i_- "
=-' - Epoxy . _ _ " l ! - I Protective coatlngs
- " - _ - ........ -L cH3 H .OH H i Sealants
- Tapes
.--" _ CH _ H Hj. j: /--\ , 3/--\ . , I "
- : -o- ,,c-"
I ., : CH3
0
" "1 C "
• - H. H 0 _--___ O_ -"]" : Coated fabrics .
I" I II -/D\ II [ Films and sheets
Ester _C.---C_-O---C--_k_ _ _)--C--,O-f-: ": _ - :, . .: _. ,//:_ ; • Hofieycomb structures-
.... pr_tective_ coatings. - :-- -
- " : Tapes ._ " " - : -
"; :.. " -- : - '" "" "- - "- ITie coF_s/lacing tape
2/ _" _ -_ -."
" :: 0 :. -:" l- I I
ii_ C--C- : Hardware and structural
- Ethylene . : [ [ -I- Seaia.nts:
_: : , LH H ....... =,
::_ -_ F F F -_:_'_-- " ' -
,_,_ F1uoroethylene- :. : .... I I I _
-C--C--C-C ---- :"j| propylene : - i I I I Seals and gaskets --_-_-
_:, --_ : , , J -- . .
....... Films and= sheets
o- i Har.nreandst otora
I.Ide I i XC-I_J_C/ -" Protective coatings
o "_---_0II Wire enamels
0
n
H H
I I
Olefin --C-C-- Shrinkable materSals
I I '..
_ . H R
-n
:" oH
H -_ H Hardware and • structural
Phenolic I _ I
,. --C-- --C-- Honeycomb structures
- I I Lubricants -
H H
.n
i'->'..
. - L/
F ,
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Appendix A (Coacluded) _
- Name Typic.,1 Structure Spacecraft Applicatiol_s
, f " / CH3] ' _
Phenylene oxide liardware a: 1 struotural ....
3 ._.
/ Adhes iveu :
: COated fabrics __"
Foum-_
r H R 3 : Hardware and =structural -- - -
C ' |
SI-O -- t--0 ..... - _-
$ii icone I Prot_tive coatings
: R R J n- Sealants
SealSs]ieeving:nd_gaskets I'{'ii_i:_"I
m
Tape3 ,
: [Tie cord/laclng tape - _- - "V
o : , " . .
• • rO ...... !)
" ' Hardware :and s truccural - - ' -*:0, :
-:n
= "F F] COated fabric_ - :
- I I _ Hardware and structural - c
- -C-C - : --Tetrafluoroethylene - =
> "_ I" I Seals and gaske%s
F F j n Shrinkable materials _
-- ,,
': : rH 0 _" -- Toams
l I II Pro+.ective coatings :Urethane N- C - OR - - Sealants =
! Thermal coatingsI .
H H :
I I
Vinyl fluoride- -- C-- C- _ F11ms and sheets __ :
_I I ! --
I I]- -
c Vinyl tdene fluoride -C-C Films and sheets
I !
.F _H
Vtnyltdene fluortd6- H F F3 FI I I
_hexafluoropropyleneco-po ymer _ --C-C-C-C--HI _I FI F-nI S_.als and gaskets -I\-/I
119 r:_{
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APPEND IX B
: CODE LISTING OF MANUFACTUP_.RS ......_ _-
!
AAC Able_tik Adhesive Company - __._
l......;-_ -- ACB American Cyanamid Company, Bloomingdale Department _C; = A(_. Allied ChePicai Corporation, Mesa Products, Plastics Division
; APC., Armstrong Products Company i
i:. ARP P_,_erican Reinforce_ Plastics Company ]
; BLM - The Borden Chemical Company, Mystik Tape, Inc. ....._ ..... i :
BFG B.F. Goodrich Chemical Company - _
;"- : BI_ Bent!ey-Har?is Hsnufacturing 'Company
" : _!_" --DeC Dow-Coruing Company .: :_
--_DUE: .....E I. dU Pont de Nemours and Company, Inc., Elastomer Chemicals _--
" _-J--" - Department : ; != DUF E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company, Inc., Fabrics and Finishes : =
: Department
Dl_ E; I. du'Pont de Nemours and CLmpany, Inc.,.Film Department
"_ DUP E. I o du Pont de Nemours and Company, PL_suics Department
= Z
EFI Electrofilm_ Inc.
_ E_C Emerson and Cuming, Inc.
• _ ENJ Enjay Chemical Company
FPC Finch Paint and Chemical Company
GBE Gudebrod Brothers Silk Company, inc., Electronics Division
GEC General ElectricCompany, Chemical Materials Department
: GES General Electr-ic Company, Silicone Products Department
GEW General _lectrlc Company, Wire and Cable Department
= HCC Hughson Chemical Company
HEX Hexcel P='oducts, Inc.
HY_ Hvsol corporation
MCC Magna Coatings and Chemical Corporation ---
MMA 3_ Company, Adhesives, Coatings, and Sealers D_vlslon
l@_C _ Compauy_ Chemical Divlslov
J
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_ -. MME 3M Company, Electrical Products Division • ;
_- l_di 3M Company, Irviagg6n - Division }_
'._" MRC _ The Marblffgt Corporation
PER Permacel -
PFC Pennsyivania- Fluoroc_rboh Compauy _
PRC products Research and Chemical Corporation
.--rPTI Product Techniqfies, Inc.
: RAY Ray:lad rubes, Inc
_} SCA Shell: Chemical Company. ,..Adhesives Department " i
r i
SIS Sargent industries, Stillman-Rubber Division _-'
SPT Stoae Paper Tube Company :_
TEC c The Epoxylite Corporation
-_ 7MC_ _Tl_e Mica Corpora-rio a "' " "
_" .UCP Union Carbide Corporation, Plastics_Division .:
_ _.rEI,, Westinghouse Electric Corporation _ "Insulating Ma%erials Division
_-I - ..... WT_.- ____Westinghouse._.Electric Corporation, Micarta Division
-"Z | z
"!
:j :
' !
_ a
1
!
!
, i -- -- - "5 |
i
1 - i
, I
1 - t}
t
J I "
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APPENDIX C i
_i DETAILS OF MicRo-VCM DETERMINATIONSVCM AND WEIGHT-LOSS AT 125°C _ND 0 -6 TORR
_:_ (VCM C°llect°r Plates at 25°C)_ _:
Apparatus and Equipment !
[
Micro-VCM Apparatus. - See Part II: Test Equipment
Microbalance. - Capable of weighing to 20 g + 10 _g
Aluminum Sample Boats. - A simple die is easily fabricated to )
form curved Al-foil boats (about i/2" X 1/4"-) which will fit
tile contour o£ the circular sample compartments. The formed
" " boats must be de_reased and oven-dried prior to use.
> _ Polished Copper Collector Plates. - Fabricated as described
in Part II. Plates are cleaned in i:i nitric acid sol_Ition
or "Trisol," i:I:i methanol: benzene: chloroform, depending
on condition. Frequently_ they may be polished by machine
buffing. They are stored iu a desiccator which contains a
slotted rack to support them.
Chamber for 50_ Humidity. - May be made simply by filling the
lower part of a standard laboratory glass desiccator with a
saturated solution of CA(NOR)2.4 H20; should contain n_bered
containers or supports for _m_lace_ent of samples.
Desiccator for Samples. - Charged with suitable desiccant;
should contain numbered containers or supports for eknplace-
ment of exposed samples.
Samples and Recording
Identify samples as completely as possible. Note details of
mixing (if any) and curing. Use as much sample as the boats
will accommodate (100-200 mgm).
Finished Polymers. - Try to obtain representztive portions of
oi the sample ' avoiding cuts from edges or surfaces.
I Two-Part Polymers. - Weigh, on an analytical balance, suffi-
cient quantities of base polymer and reac_an_ portion _o as
to provide a representative batch.
J
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Genera 1 Techniques :
Adhesives, sealants, etc., may be poured directly into
weighed A1 boats before curing, or cut from large form
after curing.
Finished nolymers may be comminuted and cured before
placing in weighed A1 boats.
Pain_s, _rnishes, coatings, etc. may be applied by i
brushing or dipping small pieces of clean and weighed f
fine-mesh stainless-steel screen; screen is then placed i
in weighed A1 boat. i
Tapes, etc. may be rolled tightly to fit into weighed
A1 boats.
Procedure
Prepare samples as described and place them in weighed A1 boats.
Place samples and boats in 50_-humidity cimmber for at least
_ 24 hours prior to "initial" sample weighing.
_ Weigh the conditioned samples and place them in the sample
compartments o£ the micro-VC_ apparatus; note the location.
Weigh the copper collector plates and affix them to the
apparatus, noting the location in reference to'specific samples.
When samples and collector plates are in position, cover_the
apparatus with the bell-jar and begin evacuation; at 10 -3 _orr,
activate the liquid nitrogen trap and the cooling systen for the
collector plates. When the system is at least 10 -5 torr, elevate
the temperature of the copper blocks containing the samples to
125°C.
After the samples have been maintained at 125Oc for 24 hours,
allow the system to cool, i__n vacuo, to a temperature of at least
50°C. Then vent the system with dry nitrogen or helium.
Remove the samples and collector plates in a systematic order
and store in appropriate desiccators.
Begin weighing of samples after 1/2 hour of storage in the
desiccator, in the order of their removal from the thermal-
vacuum system. Then weigh the collector plates.
Data to be reported are: sample weight in grams, sample
weight-loss in wt-_, and V_ in wt-_.
.................... ,, , ,,, i i iii i ii i i i i -- mimll ................. = .....
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APPEND IX C
DETAILS OF MACRO-V(I_ DETE_INATIONS -6 _VCM _ND WEIGHT-LOSS WITH TIME AT 125°C AND 10 TORR
_: (VCM Collector Plates at 25°C)
-_:_ Apparatus and Equipment
=': Macro-VCM Apparatus. - See Part II: Test Equipment
i
'!: Analytical Balance. - Capable of weighing to _0.1 mg
Polished Aluminum Collector Plates. - Fabricated as described in
_ Part II. Plates are cleaned by a dip in dilute NaOH solution
_ 1
(1%) or by rubbing with a wipe soaked in "Trisol," ]:i:I i
benzene; met_nol: chloroform, depending on condition. Fre-
• quently, they may be polished by machine buffing. They are
stored in a desiccator, suspended from a rack by their weighing., wires. _ I
Sample Storage. - Any arrangement of simple, closed containers
in which samples can be stored as a set for each run of the _ iseries (12 individually-wrapped packages in each of 4 containers)
or stored according to polymer sample (8 individually-wrapped
packages in $_ch of 6 containers). 1
Desiccator for exposed samples. - Charged with suitable
desiccant, i
Samples and Recordin_
Fresh samples in duplicate are to be used for each run of the
series, n
Select sample sizes so as to provide for an optimum V(_ weight
of about I0 mgm (based on micro-VCM data); for example:
i micro-VCM value macro-VCM s. wt.1.0% 1 g
-¢ o.1% lO g
0.01% (limited Dy compartment size,
i availability of sample, etc.)
: 125
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Prepare sufficient amount of sample to prov'de for duplicate
determinations in each of the 4 runs of the entire series and
-_ to provide for a re-run or a more extended run,
?
Record details of mixing and curing (if any), or other prepara-
: tion.
t
All finished polymers or prepared samples should be of a thick-
ness less than 1/8":
Elastomers. - generally about 1/16"; use a_ is, cut to '
: appropriate size; may lay flat on sample-cell screen or
': be rolled loosely according to size. Record dimensions.
: Films_ Tapes_ etc. - May be rolled loosely. Record
dimensions,
:: Plastics. - If thickness exceedsl/8", cut or saw into
i strips of <i/8". Record dimensions.
i
I Tubings - Use as-is, cut into short lengths as required by
weight and compartment size. Record dimensions.I
Adhesives a Sealants. - Spread to about 1/16" thick on clean
I and weighed A1 _dil:strips of appropriate size before curing;
.I may be rolled loosely to fit into sample-cells.
Where possible, the material may be released from one master
plate and weighed into "2" A] dishes.
_u_L,_. - _, be brus:h_d ,== lipped onto a weighed copper-
v:/ wire coil (about 3-ft i,2_gi',, :_-_6c)
Procedure
Weigh samples on analytical balance to _0.i mgm.
Weigh collector plates on analytical balance to _0.i mgm.
• Set collector plates and samples in place in the macro-VCM
apparatus.
Evacuate the system to 10 -3 torr (1 micron) with forepump;
in meantime, be sure refrige:mtlon is on the baffles and the
diffusion pump is operative.
{ -5
! Continue evacuation with diffusion pump to <10 torr.
i Bring temperature of sample compartments to 125°C; start timing.
Record every 24 hours: sample temperature, collector-
plate temperature, pressure.
126|
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Maintain sample at 125°C for prescribed period; then cut heat
and let cool under high vacuum to less than 50°C.
Vent system with dry helium or nitrogen.
Remove samples and collector plates to desiccators; weigh within
one hour after removal.
/
Store all exposed samples in labeled, paper envelopes.
Schedule
Duplicate samples are to be run for periods of 24, 48, 9S, and
330 hours.
Twenty-four hours are allowed between each run for weighing, :.
_ clean-up, and re-start Samples and duplicate collector plates
i for a succeeding run are prepared and weighed while a run is in
operation.
The following sequence is suggested [but any sequence may be
used, providing no time is lost over week-ends (or holidays) and
, the series is completed within a 4-week period]:
Run #i 48-hr period - start Mon. aft; complete Wed. aft.
Run #2 96-hr period - start Thus. aft; complete Mon. aft.
Run #3 24-hr period - start Tues. aft; complete Wed. aft.
Run _4 330-hr period (2 wks) - start Thus. aft; complete
Thus. morning•
Reporting
Report all recorded data.
Report welght-loss and VCM as wt-_.
Report _ny observations, such as change in color of samples, -
i thermo-setting or other distortion, appearance of collectorplates, etc.
127
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APPENDIX D I:
INDEX OF TABULATED DATA
Polymeric Product Table Reference Polymeric Product Table Reference
Armalon 98-I01 I11 Diall FS-4 VI
Armstrong A-2/A I Diall FS-10 VI
L_
Ar;a_trong A-2/E I Dlall FS-40 VI _
Adhesive ,16591 I Doryl BI09-4 IX
B-224-2 IX Doryl B109-5 IX
B-276 IX Doryl H-17479 Vl
Beckman #101577 YI Doryl H-175l 1 _ __,_IX,XL,XLI !i--ii"
Ben-flat 263, G3 XIIl Eccobond 45/15 I
Ben-Har 1062, HAI XIII Eccobond 55/9 I
Ben-Rar 1151, Xi II Eccobond 55/ii I "
Anaasil-2 Eccobond 56C/9 I ,LVII
Ben-Hat 1151, HAl XIII
Eccobond 104 A/B I
Ben-liar 1151, XIII
Superwall Eccocoat 210 AJB IX
Eccocoat C-26 A/B IX
Ben-Har I151,. UL XIII
Eccocoat EC-20U A/B IX
Ben-Har ]258-1, B XIII
Eccocoat IC-2 IX, LVIII
Ben-Har Ac_yl A XII£,XX
Bea-Har Ex-Flez 1500 XIII : Eccocoat PCA/16 IX
Eccocoat PH7 IX
Ben-Har Leccon B XIII
Eceocoat VE A/B IXBen-Har Pyro-Sleeve XIII
Ecco£oam FPH/126H V,LIXCat-A-Lae Flat Back XV
(463-1-8) Eccofoam S V --
Cat-A-Lac Clear XV Eccofoam SH V,XXIII
(473-1) Eccofoam SIi/25 V
Cat-A-Lac White Gloss XV
(443-1-500) Eccogel 1265 A/B IX
Eccosil 5000 A/B VCement 4684 I
El-ectrofilm 2396 VIIIChem lok 307 I
Elec_rofilm 4306 VIIICPC-2]. X
CPC-22 X Epial I 1914 VI
CPC-41 X Epun 828/Versamid- 125 I
Delrln 1O0YCIO VI,XXII,XXXIX Epoa 901/B-1 I
XL,XLI Epon 901/B-3 I
Pelrin 150NC10 VI Epon 903 I
Delrin 500NC10 ':I Epon 914 :
Delrin 5O7NCI0 VI Epon 917 I
De]rin 900NCIO VI Epon 919 A/B I
\
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__ Polymerlc.__Produet Tnblc ;Je£ercdce Polymeric Product Table Relerence
l_Pon 931 //B . I Kynar 200 IV,XXXYII,XLV,
Epon 934 A/3 I _ XLVI,XLVII
EX-I090 XI,XXVI II ,XXIX, 91-LD-1581 Vl
XXXIi Lexan iO0-111 Vl ,XXII
EX-I091 XI ,XXVIII ,XXIX, Lexan lOl-lll VI ,XXII :
XXXII ! "_
Lexan l.Ol-ll2 VI ,XXII jEX- 1092 XI ,XXVI I I ,_IX,
XXXII Lexan 103-I12 VI ,XXII I
Fairpreae 84-001 I!! Lexan 130-III Vl
: Fafrprenc _O-OGO III Lexan 131-111 Vl ,,
; Fatrprcne 80-070 III Lcxan 131-112 VI i "
Falrprenc 8C-080 III Lexan 133-I12 Vl
i 1_-1000 I ,XXII Lexan 140-111 Vl
i FM- I044 I Lexan 141-111 Vl
i Former _agnet wxre XVII Lexau 141-112 VI,XXI,XXIV9. ]
i_j Giypt'.l 1201 _ "IX Lexau 243-112 YI i_1 Glyptal 1202 IX Mlcaply G-284 VI_ Glyptal 9564 IX Mic_ply EG-725 VIf -- Gudebrod 721}1 lVI -Hxcarta 65M25 II,XXI,XXII,XXIV
" ] Gudebrod _22S XV_" Micovta H-2497 II,XXXIV,XL,XLI
:_.. Gude-Spaee 18D96 XVI,XLVII1. MY ._ rta H-5834 VI ,XXXIX,XL,XLI i
• [ XLVIX. L LI I IHexcel HRP Vl I _carta H-8457 I
Hexcel _ VII,XX1 M£c_rta H-17511 I. •
Hexcel-HRS VII Micarta H-17690 VI _
'_I: Hycar-1 XI,XIX,XXII, Mlcarta 20201-2 VI,XXXIX,XL,XLI,
t -. XXIV, XXVI I I, _ LIIIXXIX,XXXI, Mylar Type IOOS IV
i XXXI II ,XXXIV, _• XXXV,XLII, Mylar _ype 100T IV,XLV,XLVI,XLVII
_ _LilI,XLIV, LVI Mylar Type 200A XLV,XLVI,XLVII
Hyear-2 // XI.XXVIII,XXIX, Mylar Type 500A IV, XXII.XXXVI.
_I -' _ .XXXI XXXVI I
"'I Hyca'_ 3/ XI,XXVIII ,XXIX, Mystik 7020 XIV
'!_ j_- XXXI Uystik 7300 XlV
! __......._ _- Hyear-4 XI ,XXVIII ,XXIK,XXXI Mys ttk 7352 XIV
-'_ Hyear-5 Xl ,XXVII I ,XXIX, Mystik 7452 XIV
, [ XXXI Mys$lk 7455 XIV
,[ Hyear-6 XI,XXVIII,XXIX, Mystik 7503 XIV
JPL- lO01 IX =
- Optical Black IO1-CIO XV
JPL- 1002 IX,xxiI P-2300 VI, XXXVI I ,XLV, XLVI
Kapton 200XH667 IV, XXXVI .XXXVI I XLVI I
XLV,XLVI ,XLVI I P'7395-121-2 VI
Kaptov 300XHFO29A IV Penntube II-SMT XI I
I
..... • 7 ........ . .......................................... • --
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Polymeric Product Table Reference Polymeric Product Table Reference
Phenall 8010 VI SE-3713 XI, XXVII T , XXIXp
Phenal I 8060 VI XXX, XIII, X3LII I, '_
XLIV !
Phenal I 8700 VI !
SE-3813 XI, XXVI II, XXIX, i
Polyurethane magnet wire XVII XXX,_C_II,XLIII, 1
._ PPO 681-111 VI, XXI, XXII, XLIV ]XXIV, XXXVI, XXXVII, SE-4511 XI, XXX
XLV, XLVI, XLVI! SF-5403 XI, XXX
PPO 531-081 VI, LIV SR-17 IX
PR-240-AC VIII
SR-98 IX
PR- 1527 A/B X
SR-2_0 IX
PR- 1538 A/B X SR-634-70 XI
PT-401 _-II IX
SRD-5905 III
PYRE-M. L.R.C.-5057 XVII
SRG-181C III _,
PYRE-M. L. RK-692 IX ._
SP_A-0214 III =
Ribbon Dope #520 X
_:- SS-4004 I
 v-11 x ss-4 I j
R?'V-41/T-12 X !
SS-4101 I I
RTV-60 X, XXII
i
SS-4120 I !
RTV-77/T-12 X
=_ Stur-D-Lace 18DH XVI
, RTV-90 X
S_ycast 40/7 X
RTV-560 X
'- Stycast 1090/9 V
RTV-580/T- 12 X
:_ Stycast 1090/11 V
RTV-615 X
_; Stycast 1095/11 V
"_ KTV-630 A/B X
Stycast 1210 A/B5 X
gi V-632 AP X
" Stycast 1217/9 IX
RTV-655 A/B X
Stycast 1263 A/B X
RTV-757 X
Stycast 1269 A/B X
Scotchcast-235 X
Stycast 2741/15 X
Scotchcast-241 X
Syl gard- 184 X
_ Scotch Tape #62 XIV
"_ '_BS-PTFE II I
Scotch Tape _27 XIV Tedlar 100BG3OTL IV
- Scotch Tape _852 XIV
"_ Tedlar IOOBG3OTR IV, XXVI, XXXVII,
Scotchweld F_:-2216 A/B I XLV,XLVI,XLVII,LI
SE-555 XI, XXVII I, XXX Tedlar 200EG30WH XLV,XLVI, XLVII, LI
m.
SE-556 XI,XXX Tedlar 200SG40TR XXXVII
SE-3604 XI, XIX, XXVII I, Tedlar AI30WH IV
XXIX,XXX,XXXI_!, Teflon-FEP IOOA XI
XXXIV, XXXV, XLII,
XLIII Teflon-FEP 200A XXXVI I
SE-3704 XI, XXX Teflon-FEP 500A XI, XIX, XXII, XXIV,
SE-3804 XI, XXX XLV, XLVI, XLVII ,LII
_' Teflon-FEP 500C XI ISE- 3613 XI, XXVI: I, XXIX,
XXX, _LII, XLi{I, Teflon-TFE 100A LII
_LIV I
: 131 ' -
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Polymeric Product Table Reference
Temp-Lace H256H XVI, XLVI I I,
XI,VIX,L
Thermofit CRN (clear) XII
Thermofit CPN (white) XlI
Thermoflt CRN (black) XII
Thermofl t Kynar XII
Thermofit RNF-100 XII ,XX
Thermofit TFE (7-30-09) XII
Thermofit TFE (7-32-19) XII
Thermofi t TFE-R XII
TPM-2/IO X
TPM-3/10 X
TPM-6 A/B X
Vespel SP-I VI
Viton A4411A-776 XI ,XXXII
Viton A4411A-777 XI, XXXII
Vlton A4411A-778 XI, XXXII
Vlton A4411A-990 XI ,XIX,XXII,
XXIV, XXXIII, XXXIV,
XXXV, XLII, XI.III,
XLIV,
L Zytel-31 VI
Zytel-42 VI i
Zytel 101NC10 VI
!
i
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